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ABSTRACT .

This report presents data on one aspect of a year-long sociolinguistic
study of participant. perspectives of classroom discourse. The subjeFts were
165 pupils in six ascend, third,and fourth grade classrooms'in a lower.soeio-

,economdc, multiethnic elementary school. A variety of data collection task's
`were used in the study to gather information on pupil perceptions of classroom
discourse, including videotape playbacks of actual lessons and-of,conversations
in families and in play groups.

' This paper reports on data gathered regarding pupil perceptioni of the
formal rules or expectatiohsgoverning discourse in the three settings, appro-
priate forms to use In getting attention or in influencing others in the three,
settings, and pupil-perceived discontinuities between discourse at home anrat.
school. III addition, data on teacher perceptions of pupils' communicative'be.i-

havior and probability of success in reading'are reported upon. Simple descrip-
tive statistics, Chi-square, and regression analysis have been usd to examine
relationships among pupil and teacher responses to the data collection tasks,
and.other variables of interest.
e- Findings indicate that pupils aie-zze* aware of discontinuities between
formal rules of disciurse at home and at school. No ethnic or achievement'level
differences were fond in-this regard. Pupil identification of appropriate
forms of address lathe three settings reflects an awkreness of differential
status of particiOsmts within each setting, as well as across seetingt. The
data suggest that sharp discontinuities between home and school. are better under-
stood by pupils thaamore moderate discontinuities. Rules regirding classroom
questioning appear te be the most-"muddled" for pupils in this study, pointing
to the need for closer examination of relationships between:pupilterceptions
of classroom questioning; a behavioral manifestation of understanding of the

,rules of discourse surrounding classroom questioning (i.e., participation in
class discussion): amd pupil success in school, Participation in class discus-
sion is identifLed as an important variable, contributing significantly to redUi=
tion of variance in final reading achievement. Status variables of sex, entering

,readintachievement, and status with teacher contribute Wignificahily to reduttion
of variance in participation in class discussion. Pupil perceptions of the func-
tion of classroom "nations and teacher praise also are related to frequency of
participatign in class discussion.' It is concluded that further studies should
be directed toward a search for indirect relationships between home-school dis-
continuities in the rules of discourse and pupil success in school.
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INTRODUCTION

c

4

`Interest in sociol,inguiatic studies of the classroom has developed gridu-

1m ally over the past several years, sparked initially by political pressures for

educational equity for bilingual pupils, fanned by the NIE panel report on

Teaching as a Linguistic Procesi in a CultUral Setting (1975), and fueled by

the inclusion of eight sociolinguistic studies amqpg those funded under the

1978 grants program of NIE's Teaching and Instruction Division. Genishi
b

(1979) has pointed out that researdh in the 1960's capitalized on the linguistic

deficits of'children,(but that more recent slciolinguistic'studies have-the 'in -

tent of describing how children demonstrate their communicative competence, in

in'teractions with teachers, rather than yielding generalizations about ethnic

' , or social class differences. Wallet and Oven (in Press) suggest t an im-

portant future direction for sociollnquistic studies of classrooms is to go

beyond these demonstrations of the child's knowledge to investigate."how in-,

dividuals learn to recognize when to_speak and When-to remain silent ,during

different instructional contexts."
.

These apparent trends in sociolinguistic studies of classrooms are appro-
-.. .

priate given the basic concern yhich guide researchers in this field. The
. .

, major question which sociolinguists ask is: what differences in form, content,

and sequence mike one sentence different from another with regard to the kind

of situation it is (e.g., 4ntimete, formal), the kind of act it is (e.g., re-

quest', cpumand), or the kind of person'who talkidg (e.g., student, teacher)

(Hymed, 1972). A basic assumption which has influenced researchers sin recent

years is that children communicative'competencies that are approprimle

fdr their sotial groups, and that what teachers define as inadequate communica-
.

tive behavior pay in fact be appropriate behavior in the child's home setting.-

Thus the eiphasis has been on investigating differences between perceptiqgs of

. teachers.and pupils about' what is appropriate language' behavior, and on identi-

6
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lying-d-iscontizzuirim-betweea-tangtiage at hose a- nd language at school, in the

belief that these may be strong contributing factors in the low school achieve -'

sent of minority group children.
-

Cazden (1978) has noted that children are capable of coping with differen-

tial language demands, and has argued that three possible relationships may ex-

ist between an two different language settings. These are:

1) Interference or nesative transfer, e.g., when some the child
knows or values interferes wi;4111:hat the school is trying to teach;

'2) Neutral or parallel relationship, e.g., when two situations,
though different, coexist separately in the child's world, with--
out interfering with or enhancing each'other; and

3) Tboditive transfer, e.g., when one situation activates and utilizes
[he competencies amd preferences which were developed in the other
situation.

Cud" suggests that:while researchers have concentrated on describing inter-

ference or negative transfer, educators must learn somehow to create positive-

transfer.

The study to'be reported here was designed to examine the problFS ofloupil-

teadher and home- school discontinuities by investigating pupilnd teacher percep-

tions of classroom discourse, following Stubbs.(1976) warning hat "research on.

childrenand classrooms is usually done by.pdtsiders, but ultimately it is only

the participants'in a situation who have full access to all its.relevant aspects."

The particular aspects of classroom discourse to be disdussed here are the

stated "rules" that govern talking in lessons, and the ways in which classrooi

statue variables operate is the playing out of these rules. Other aspects of the1.
. study are presented in other segments this final report (Part I, the units'

and salient features of classroom language; Part II, the functions 'of the class-

room question cycle; Part II, desCriptionh based on alternative systems for

analysis of classroom discourse; Part V, language in play settings).

asset
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The Research Paradigm

The general paradigm that has been used to guide this study'is presented ,in

Figure 1. In this mode/ the child's perceptions of discourse at home /play and

at school and his/her participation in classroom discourse are viewed as inter-

vening variables between family language factors, or classroom languagd factors,

and eventual success in school. The lines indicate the types of relationships,

we are examining in the total study. The double lines indicate the relationships

to be discussed in this segment of the final report. 4'

Each of the boxes in this model represents a set of variables. In thit re-

port only the variables associated with underitanding and applying the "rules"

of classroom discourse (who talks to whom whet, and what do they say) will be

discussed. .Figure 2 identifies these variable's in more detail. These variables

are self-explanatory, or will be explioet41 in the process of reporting on data

collection procedures and findings. It may be well to note, however, that spe-_.

mphasis is given here to the ktlild'sstatus, both social and academic, in

' the ongoing classroom. This is an essential factor to be considered in examining

.the rules Of classroom discourse, since sociolinguists identify status as a

key variable in understanding verbal interaction in any social setting. It would

of course, be possible to restrict oug consideration of status to pupils in the

aggregate, and examine discourse rules only in relation to differences between

pupil status and Ascher status.. HoWever, we have elected to take Barr and Dree-
%

bin's (1977) criticism of classioom research seriously and examine the differ-

ential status of individual,pupils as this may affect transactions within class-

rooms.

The variables of entering reading achievement, status with peers, and status ,

with teacher are all examples of - acquired status within the school and classroom

settinganot, so such,'are reasonably placed under the label "success" in schoq11.

8 o,.....er 1" .0.
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41 FIGURE 1

A General Parpoligm for Analysis of Participant
Perceptions of Classroom Discourse
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-FIGURE 2

Identifica- tion'of Specific Variables

Considered in Analysis of Discourse Rules
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The "assigned" status variable of sex is clearly adifferent matter. It is not,

strictly speaking, a measure of stTccess in the school setting,'but it, is a sta-A

tus variable of importance.' We place it in the Concurrent Status category, set

off by parentheses to indicate that it is a special instance of.,classroom status.

Investigative Questions

Four major questions are addressed. in this report. They are:

1

1) What 'do pupils conceive to be the "rules" that govern classroom
discourse?

tit

a. Do these vary by grade level or by classroom/teacher?

b. Do these'vary by ethic background, academic ability, oi.
classroom social status of the pupil?,

2) How closely do the rules of classroom discourIe as conceptualized
by pupils correspond to the rules as 'identified by teachers?

a. Does the amount of correspondence vary by classroom /teacher?

b. Does the amount of'correspondence vary according to pupil
status with the teacher?

-

What differences"do pupils notice between the rules of classroom
discourse and the rules of discourse at home or in4play settings?

a. Do these differences Vary by grads level or by classroom/
teacher?

b. Do these differences vary by ethnj.c'background or'acadeMic
ability?

-.

4) What differences do teachers notice among pupils with regard to communi-
cative behavior in the classroom?

a. Are teacher rankings of pupils on several different type&
of communicative behavior interrelatia?

b, Are there relationships between teacher expectations for pu-
Oil success-1n readingand their rankings of pupils on com-'
municative behavior?

c. Does the amount of teacher -pupil correspondence In identify-
ing the rules of classroom discourse vary according to teacher-,
.perceived differences in pupils' communicative behavior?

11.
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k, Sub:pcts

The subjects of this study are 164 'children, and their teacher in six

second, third,'and fourth grade classrooms, in a single'school located at the

southern end of the San Francisco Bay. THe school is located iria lower so-
.

,

cioeconomic, multiethnic, urban area, consisting mainly of small, single fami-

ly dwellingi. Stable, two parent families.gredominate, and the school popula-

don is also remarkably stable for a lower SES community. About 45% of the

pupils are Mexican-American, 35% are Anglo, 11% and 9% other minority

groups, including.pibmarily children of Asian, and Portuguese extraction. The

six teachers are all female, and all have been teaching for many years. Four

are Anglo, one is lialek, and one ie Portuguese.

Data Collection Procedures

The basic data collection procedure for this study Involved videotaping

six language arts lessons in each*classroom over the first half of the school

"/ year (September through January). The videotaped lessons were played batk to

pupils and teachers on the same daY that they Were taught. Each pupil viewed

three different lessons, working individually -with a d'ata collector, and respond-

ing to a variety of dita collection tasks. Each-teacher viewed all six lessons,

and responded, to say of the same data collection tasks as did. the pupils:

. 4
Videotapes of conversations in the families of three third grade childreiin the

study (one Anglo, one Mexican-American, and one Black), were used to collect in-

.

,,formation on perceptions of.discouese at home. In addition, a play group was

formed of six childrep in each classroom, randomly selected (stratified.by sex

and peer status), ad videotapes mere made of these six play groups, each Inter-

acting in a relatively unstructured' setting, p rovided with a variety of construc-

tion toys. These videotaptee were used to collect information on perceptions of

discourse, in play settings.

12
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Several of the data iollection.talk involved pupiliteports of.wbst,they'
-

heard being said'in. the videotaped coaversations, and explaining-the regions '

they.thought peoplehad for saying what they-did.1Rindingaresuliting'frOm these-

tasks are presented in Parts I and II' of this final.report. For the topics un-

derder discussion here, the Videotapes were a stimulus for later. discussioa by the

pupil, but were not directly involved in theta collection tasks. The tasks
A

'associated withrules.And apprOpriate forms of discourse are desOribed in de-

tail in the appendix to this report, end ate presented more briefly below.

Rules governing classroom.discourse. One task. was used fO gather' data on

children's perceptionsof the "rules" surrounding discourse in each of three

settings. In September an open-ended questiOn was asked of eac4 pupil, as \
N:

f6Llowst

Suppose a new boy/girl came into-your classroom, and you wanted to at
them understand har people talk in your class. Whaf would you tell them?..
When do kids talk, and whit kinds of things do they say?... When-does the

jeachet talk, and w4at kinds of things does she say?... What else would
you went to tell a new child about how people talk in your class?

Pupil. esponsti to theAt questions were recorded and analyzed.. Based,on the

information that seemed to bertinent to pupils, a set of uncompleted sen-

tences was developed to gather more structured data on pupil pircepetpns of who 'd

talks when, and for what'reasons. In January-this sentence completion-task was

administered with the following instructions: "I'm going to read you some'sen,

tencei that aren't finished, and I want you to finish each sentence sAllt

tell something about how you and other people talk in your classroom." xamples
.

of these sentences are included in tables in the section.eon findingi:
,
The same

baiic sentences were used for each of the three settings (e.g., When my teacher

wants me to be quiet, she.:.; )When my mother wants me to be quiet, she..; When

my friend wants me to be qpiet, (s)he...). the sentence completion tasks Asking

pupils,t1O'describe "how people talk iayour family,' and "how'you talk when you're

1:Pf
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playing with your friend," were administered tn.May. Teachers as4Fell as pupils

responded to the sentence completion task on "how people talk in your classroom,"
- ,

ail were asked to complete these sentence's as a child would who "reallyonder-
,e.,

stood the rules that operate in your classroom."

Appropriate forms for directives and attentionietting. -AnOther type of
't

task was used to examine pupil perceptions of form/function 'relationships with

.'1 . -

regard to directive and attention-getting functions in the three settings. In

May, each pupil was presented with a set of sentences that might function as

*

'directives, seleCted because they had appeared in one or more of the videotapes

and/or hid been reported-frequently by pupils as language that they used or

heard in one or more of the three setfings. (The sentences used are presented

in tables in the section on findings). Each sentence wa enon a 3x5 card

and was displayed in a iandom array in front of the pupil. The data collector

read the sentences aloud, and asked, "Which of these things might someone say to

you if they wantetto g you to do,something?" The pupil selected whatever
. .

cards seemed appropri to to him/her, and the selection was recorded. The cards

were then returned to the array, and the pupil was asked, "Which of these things

might your mother say to you, if she wanted to getyOu to do something?" Again,

the cards\ selected were, recorded, Stdthe random array was reestablished. The

game procedure tots ter th two additional questions: "Which of these

things might your teacher say to:you, iflphe wanted to get you to do something;"

and "Which of these things might your frie9dneay to you, if (s)he wantedjto get

you to do something?"

After the pupil had identified the sentences (s)he thought might function

aa directives in each p the three settings, (s)he was asked to generate'addi-
4,:

tional instances. The following questions were asked: "Can you think of some

Other things your friend might say to you, if"(s)he wanted to get you todo

14
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something;" "What would to your friend if you_wanted to get him/her

to do something;'"--"Can you think of some other things your mother and father

.., , ,

-100.

might say, in order to get you to do something;" "What would you say to your

mother and father; if you wanted to get them to do something;" 'Can you Chip

of some other things your teacher might/say, if she wanted to get You to do

something;" "What would you say to your teacher, if you wanted to get.her to

Ido something?" Responses to each of these questions were recorded.
&

The same proceddre was followed with a second set-of sentence&rwhich might

function as attention-xetters. These sentences also were selected because they

had'occurred on the videotapes and/or harbeen reported frequently by pupils

in connection with other tasks. This task was not administered,to,teachirs.

AdditionaIdata. VtdeotapesAof the' lessons were used to produce transcripts

of-each class discussion, and seating charts provided by the teacher were used

to identifi'the pupil who made each comment, wherever possible. These data
WO

were used to derive a measure of frequency of participation in discussion over

six lessons for c ach pupil, a within each classroom pupils'were classified as

high, middle, or low in freque cy'of participation, base on the overall patterns

of participation in that class:

To gather information on pupil status in the peer group, each child (in

January) was presented with an array of photographs of children in the class,

given a series of scenarios, and asked to select the thedchildren most likely

and least likely to fit each'scenario. The episodes involved selection of a

team for a spoits contest, selection of a team for a TV quiz show, identifica--

tion of the children who would be likely (ogilunlikely) to take charge and know

what to do if there were an accident in the classroom and no adults were around,
4

and id e ntification of the children 4ho would probably be observed "hanging-around"

with the pupil if (s)he were followed for a week. Composite scores were developed

15
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for each pupil according,to how frequently (s)he 'was mentioned under "most

likely" and "least likely" categories, and within each classroom pupils we

%

,.-classified as high, middle,-or low in pier status, on the basis of these comr

posite scores.

Data On teacher perceptions of pupils' communicative behavior were coireCW__

by asking teachers to group children on the basis of several different lahguage

characteristics, eh had been identified in earlier studies as salient fea-

tures to teachers stne-Derhsimer, 1979; Marine & Valiance; 1975). In Sep-

-
tember, October, and December teachers were presented with a set of 3x5 cards,

each containing the name of a pupil in their classroom, and sked to sort, or

1. 1.

group, the pupils accordink to: ILtheir participation in class'discussions; their

attentiveness during lawns; their tendency to follow the "no-talking" rules
44.

of the classroom;.thetr.Use of "standard. English;" and their probability of

success in reading achievikent for the year% In September, most achers in

this study declined to gidup students on the bAsis of use of standard English,

saying that all of the children in their classes spoke standard English, What-
,

ever-that,was, although in :act here was fairly wide variance in pupils' use of

what many would donsider.coc grammar or usage.) Teadhers' groupings of

(

pupils in December, ',ken the classroom was liell.istablished, were used to de-

velop composite scores,* their ratinge.of pupils, and these were used as mea-

sures of pupil status with the teacher. Within each classroom pupils were

,:classified as high, sidle, or low in status.with the teacher on the basis of

these-coMposite scores. In addition, the groupings were used to examine rela-
es

tiolshipsaqang teacher rankings ofIlpmpils on the various communicative behaviors.

Pupil "entet.iag" reading achievement stores were based on the results of

the Metropolitan Achievement Test which, was routinely administered by all

teachers in the school in October. 1Within each clssroom these scores ere or=
-

16
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ganized by quartiles, based on the national test norms, since the state-funded A'

reading improvement in the school was evaluated on the basis of the number of

pupilp who moved up from be1,04 the first or second quartile in reading achieve-
.

ment during the coarse of the school year.

1

, "Final" reading achievement was measured by scores on the Mitropolitan
,

,
, 404',

Achievement Test which was administered in the fall following our year.of data
* ,

collection. In exaaining the factors that might be related tq final achievement,
,/

we have uset,rggression analysis to control for entering reading achievement.

Data Analysis

For each task administered, pupil responses were reviewed and category sys-

tens were developed to reflect the pattern of these responses. These category

systems are described briefly in the section on findings, and are presented,in

greater detail in the appendix to this report. Intercoder reliability inuie

of these category systems was checked by having two separate coders code all

responses fdr one or more classes. In all cases agreement was aboine,9.

When all pupil responses had been coded, these datawe re combined with

background information on pupils (ethnic group, grade level, classroom, etc.)

and the SPSS and SAS computer programs were used to identify general patterns

of responses, as will as relationships between patterns of response and other

pupil variables. In addition, pupil responses were compared across the two aet-
,

tings',bf home and school, and within the school setting, the pupil responses were

ws
Compared to those of their teachers.

Most of the variables examined in this report are qualitative, or Rave been

treated as qualitative in order to make camparisons across classrooms. In sev-

eral Instances, decriptive data are reported, but no teats of significance have

been made. Where appropriate, nonparametric statistics' have been used to test

the significance of relationship* Regression analyses (performed by the SAS

17
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computer program) have been used to identify the factors that contribute to.

statuvith teacher, participation in class discussions, and finarreading

achievement. (See appendix for details on statistical procedures.)

It should be noted that

number of relationships have

nificant relationships which

for ty.s reason.

this is an exploratory study, and that a large

been examined. The reader is reminded that sir-

have been identified must be-Viewed conservatiVely

FINDINGS
1

Participint Perceptions of the Rules

of tlessroomeDiscourse

The sentence completion ask was designed to elicit statements about the

formal rules that govern classroom discourse.t In effect, pupils ale reporting

their understanding ,of,how everyone ought_ to behave during lessons, not necesarily

' their sense of how everyone does behave. Pupil and teacher responses to this

task are presented in Table 1. The sentence are organized according to three

_major topics: being quiet and not talking; asAilg and, answering questions; get-

tint information/assfitance/praise:

Pupil and teacher yesponses. There are no big-surpises in pupil responses

to this task,-but there are a few points of non-correspondence between pupils

, and teachers that are worth noting.. For example:

. .

..

.

1) When the teacher is talking, pupils believe they shouldole quiet,"
but teachers eicpect Am to "listen;" ,>

2) Pupils thy they ask a question "when the teacher's not'talkinf,"

or "when'. I'mVposed toi"iiketeschers believe that pupils ask
questillanylOan they aced help or want to know something; and

, .

3) Teachers report that-they give praise when it is deserVed, while

directed at other pupils, rather than
pupils agree that praise occurs because it is deserved,

but most of them see .it

themselves.
-4

Lese are also a fiC areas of very strong agreement between teachers and

. )

18
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'TABLE 1

Pupil and Teacher Statements of the
Formal Rulei of.;,plaseroom Discourse

Being Quiet and Not Talking,

1. When the teacher wants me to be quiet, she...:
r.

Pupils Teachers
(N0143) 1-7T-116)-

signals (e.g., Tinge the bell)' 70 2

requests 12 2

(moderate) 47 1dcommands
cosnands (sharp) 10 0

other/no response 4 1

2. When the teacher talks, I ...

Pupils Teachers
(N-143) (Na6)

be quiet r 89 1
)

listen 49 5

converse ' 4 0

other/no.response 1 0

3. I don't talk when...

, .

the teacher or someone else is talking
other "quiet" rule
nom-rule reason ft;

no response

Teachers
(N-143)

118

23
19

0

/ (N6)

4

2

0

0

4. The teacher doesn't talk when...

Pupils i

r"
-f

7:7
(Na143) (Na6

,I's /we're talking 77 4

other "quiet" rule -33 Ilk 1

non -rule reason 28 1

no response .5 0
1 ,

19

14

1



. .

5. At recess I talk

Table 1 (continued)

214111 Teachers
(N -'143) (N4)

an adult" 2

a child 141

no one 0

myself 0

. no response. 0

6. When I'm doing my work, I talk to...'

0
6

0
0

Teachers
cm.A4sY

an adult (teacher aide) 55 4

a child (n ?ighbdr) t8 0

no one 54 2

myself . 2 .0.

no response 4 0

a 7. WhenWhen I
.
finish my work, I^ talk to...

I,'
Pupils Teachers,

41(10,143) (N-6)
.

an adUlt 1 42 0

a child (friend, neighbor) 70 6

no one k #8
1)

myself , ")t
4i 0

'1dt-espouse. , ., 2 '0

Asking and Answering

8. If I know the answer, to 4 question, I...

..

..

signal (raise my hand)

give the answer
acknowledge knowing

...

keep quiet
--. ftw

.

evaluate own ability or question
diffitulty-

no response

15

Pupils
. .

Teachers

1

(87143) ----,)-

107 6
22 0
7 0
3 . 0 ;

2 0

2 0
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Table 1 (Continued)

9. Itf I don't_ know the animal to a question, I.%
r

Pupils Teachers

(N.143) ''

don't signal (don't raise band) 67

signal t,12

try to find out 29

acknowledge not knowing 10 .

keep quiet . 22

evaluate own ability or question difficulty 1

DO response . 2

10. I ask a question when...

,
Pupils Teachers
(N.143) (N-6)

I want, to know 12 3

I need help
,

'47 3

(invokes "talking" rule) e.g., whit the

. teadhers' not talking 57 0

(gives situational response) e.g., when
.we're doing math) 15 0

unrestricted, e.g., when I want to 1 0

other/no response 12 0

II. The teacher asks a question when...

she wants to-know
she needs help
(gives instructional purpose)
(invokes "talking" rule)
(gives situational response)
ttnrestricted

no response

Getting Information/Assistance/Praise

112. When I want to asklionething, I...

signal for attention
just ask
follow "politeness301e"
other/no response

21

16

Pujils Teachers
(N -143) (N -6)

9 2

9 0 .

51
24 0
38 0
4 0
8 0

Teachers
0144TF (N -6)

116 5

.19 1

7 0.
1 0



13.. When I need help,

signal for attention
askan adult
ask a child
no response

Table 1. 1Continued)

14. The teacher says "good" when....

Pupils Teachers
(N0143)

95 3

40 3

3 0

5 0

(deserved-academic)
(deserved- nonacademic)

(deserved-uMspecific)
(outside eva/uktion) "she thinks"
(convoluted) '' c

(not necessarily directed toward"child)
other/no response

Pupils, Teachers
CR143)
.

28

.5

11

2

0
95

2-

1JPT

3

0

2

1

( 0

0

0

ti

ti

22

17 `,

0
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pupils. For example: .

1) Most pupils and teachers agree that the pupil doesn't (shouldn't)

. talk when the teacher or someone else is talking;

2) Tfiite is substantial agreement that when a pupil finishes is/her
lork, (s)he is free to talk to a friend or neighbor; and

3) There is clear agreement hwhen pupils know the answer to a

question-or want to ask s ing, they raise their handl

These rules are fairly standard across classrooms, and are articulated by most

pupils withoutwithout hesitation.

4

Pupil-teacher correspondence. To examine pupil-teacher correspondence on ..

o'

the rules of classroom discimirse more-carefully, however, we must look at in-

dividual classrooms, for Tit all teachers agree on what is-appropriate behavior.

Table 2 presents the data on pOpil -teacher correspondence'with regard to five

pairs of sentences for etch of the six classrooms.

The most agreement across all classes occurs for answering a question and

getting information/assistance. These are the sentences that deal with the

' -"raising your hand" rule. There-is obviou widespread agreement on the

appropriate use of this signal. The least agreement across all classes occurs

for asking i question. There is little apparent agreement between individual

teachers and their pupils about when/why questions pre asked, and this stems

' primarily from the sentence on when pupils ask questions. Interpretations of

the functions of teacher questions aie examined in detail in Part II of this

final repork, and there is fairly good agreement that when teachers ask ques-

tions it is for the instructional purpose of "telling or teaching."

The classroom w$ich exhibits the strongest agreement between teacher and

pupilt is that Of Teacher D. This third grade teacher had.one/consistent

Signal for getting attention or quiet in the room (ringing a4e11), and every.

pupil knew that signal. In addition, Teacher D periodically reminded pupils

about "our standards" during lessons. In this class the teacher's expectations

4 23
4di
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TABLE 2

1

Pupil- Teacher ,Correspondence

on Sentence Completion Task

By Classroom'
(Number of Pupils Agreeing with Teacher)

Being Quiet
Sentences 1 & 2)

Not Talking --)

(Sentences 3 & 4)
.

Answering a Question
(Sentences 8 & 9)

Asking a Question .x

. (Sentences 104 11) V

Getting,Informationj
Assistance

(Sentinces 12 93)

Teacher
A:

(N .'24)

2

77

5

10

0.

16

Teacher
B %

(N -23)

0

12

0

17

/

Teacher
C

(N28)

8

1

9

2

14

'

t'

Teacher
Dr

(N -28)

16

#
10 a

4

2

9

Teacher
E

(N -20)

0

.

8

0

6

Teacher
F

(N -20)

0

, 0

/0

0

1

s

1

24

.5

Mlw

s.
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had beei carefully stated and frequent reminders were pleasantly,-but clearly,

in evidence.
4'

Teacher F shows the least correspondence with pupils. The fact is that

Teacher F shows little correspondence with other teachers'aa well, disagreeing

on 5of the 10 sentences discussed here. Teacher F has been identifitd else

where (see Part I) by a sociolinguistic specialist as a rare example of the

use of a "natural chnversationaLstyle" in the classroom. The marked lack of

teacher -pupil agreement in thislassroom stems at least partially from.the faCt

that students responded to the sentence completion task in rather typical pate

terns, identifying the Standard rules of discourse, while the teacher responded
o

in somewhat atypical fashion. This lack of correepondende irstatinithe rules

is not reflected in classroom behavior problems. Teacher F's classroom is an

exceptionally relaxed,and well-managed setting for instruction.

It would appear from Table 2 that there are some grade level.differences in

( the degree of pupil-teacher correspondence on the rules of discourse. Bot*

fourth grade classrO6ms (Teachers E and F) show considerably less correspon-

dence than the third grade classrooms (Teacher B, C, and D), with the second'

grade (Teacher A) falling somewhere between these two "extremes." No tesis of

significance have beencon4uciedhere, but it might be interesting to

this further. It may be that during the primary grade years the formal rules

of classroom discourse are overiearned, or become stereotypes for pupils, so

that they say not perceiv".a somewhat different, perhaps looser,,fokmulation

of rules by intermediate grade teachers.

One sight expect that pupils who were ranked high by teachers on such com-

sanicative behaviors as "listens attentively," "pafticipatei in class discus-

,pions," and "follows the no talking rules" would display more correspondence

with teachIrs in their statements of the formal rules of classroom discourse-

25 A
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4than pupils ranked low on these characteristics, but such is.nOt the dase for

pupils'in this study. Table 3 presents the data on pupil-teacher correspondence

for the four sentences on which teachers agreed the most among themselves, (i.e.,

the "standard rules") with pupil4esponses organized by status with teacher Ithe

composite score for teacher ratings on pupils' communicative behavior). Timm)
.

are no,significant differences in patterns of pupil response based on this pu.-

pil status variable. When the data are'examined classroom by classroom for each

f, of the ten pairs of sentences, the numbers are too'small for tests of signi-

ficance, but tthe same apparent lack of relationship holds in all but twb-Ims.

Jr'
stancesiOsee Table 4 for several examples.)

Thie suggests that forrthe.most partteacher perceptions of pupils' communi-

cative behavior are not closely related to,pupil agreement will the teacher in

stating the formal rules -of classroom discourse, i.e., teacher perceptions do

not reflect pupils' formal knowledge of teacher.expectationi.. At least two pos-
.

sible interpretations can be advanced. One is that teacher perceptions of pu-
.

pil behavior are rathe inaccurate, and the other is that pupils'formal under-

standing of the rules is not necessarily reflective of their operational under-

standing (i.e., their real communicative behavior). Some combination of thesi

two possibilities could also account for,this finding. These alternatfVe

explanations.willbe explored further in relation to other findings in this

study: 6

Home/play - school discontinuities. It may seem inappropriate' to talk about

the "formal" rules of dikcourse in infOrmal settings such as family converse-

..

tions and play group interactions, but it is the case that there are certain

expectation's O appropriate verbal behavio; in any ongoing social group: In ,

comparing pupil statements about the formal rules of classroom discourse with

their statements about expectations in the informal settings of home and play

26
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TABLE 3

22

)

Pugl-Teacher CorreJondence on Four
Rules of Classroom Discourse

. Organized By Pupil Status with Teacher

-

Rule: Whin the teacher talks, I... listen.

Status with Pupil-Teadher Lack of
Teacher , Correspondence Correspondence

High 32 17

Middle 27 21

Low 27 0

'Rule: If I know the answer to a question, I.... raise ay hand.

Status with Pup4-Teicher Lack of
Teacher Correspondence Correspondence

High
°Middle

Low

41

37

26

8

11

16

Rule: When I want to ask something, I..: raise ay hand.

Status with Pupil-Teacher LaCk of
Teacher Correspondence Correspondence

nigh 42' 7

Middle' 40 8

Ililow 30 12

"de: When Ilinish my work, rialk0io... my neighbor.

Status with Pupil-Teacher LaCk of
Teadhet, Correspondence Correspondence

High 25

Middle 22
.

Ecm 20'

2 7

IC

24

26

22

A



TABLE 4

Illustrative Examples of
Correspondence in Rules
By Classroom and Status

Teacher A

Rules for Answering
Questions

23

Pupil-Teacher
of Discourse
with Teacher

Rules for Getting
Information/Assistance

ft 9

Status with Pupil-Teacher Lack of Status with Pupil-Teacher Lack,of
Teacher. Correspondence Correspondence Correspondence Correspondel

High 4 4 .11igh 6. 2
. Middle 5 3 Middle 6 2
Lbw 1 Low' 4 4

Teacher C

Rules for Answerihi
Questions

Rules for Getting
Information/Assistance

Status'with PupiL- Teacher Lack of Status with Pupil-Teacher Lack of 1

Teacher Correspondence Correspondence Teacher Correspondence Correspondenl

High .2 6 iigh 3 5
Middle 6 5 'Middle . 6 5
Law 1 7 Low 4 4

Teacher D

Rules for Being
Quiet

Rules for Getting
Information/Assistance

.

..
/

Status with Pupil-Teacher Lack of Status with pupil teacher Lack of
Teacher Correspondence Correspondence- Teacher Correspondence Carrespondencl

High 6
Middle Y 5
LOW 5

4

.

3

4

5

High
Middle
Low

6

1

2

3

'1'8
8

;
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l-
groups, we are attempting to identify the classroom expectations that seem to

children to be most similar to and most different from the expectations in the

.other settings which are most familiar to them.. Table 5 presents these data.

With regard to expectations for being quiet and not talking, the following

items are worth noting:

1) When a teacher wants quiet, ahe is expected to.uee a signal (turns
out lights, rings a bell), but mothers and playmates are expected
to give commands, and they are seen as giving sharp commands ("Shut
up r) propOrtionately more often than teachers;

2) When teachers and mothers talk, children say that they keep quiet,
but when playmates talk, they listen;

3) Politeness rules for not talking are expected to operate more
strongly at play than at home;

Pupils are expected to bemore bound by politeness rules than
teachers, and mothers and playmates seem to be seen as following
these rules more than the childrelf who ate reporting;

5) There are few differences betWeen home and school with regard to ex-
pectations about whom children talk to when playing er when work
is dome; and

6) While children are working, the expectations that they may talk
to an adult are similar at home and at school, but talking tq a
child is a stated expectation et home more than at school, and
talking to no one is a stated expectation at school more than at
home.

With-regard to-expectations for asking and answering questions, it is

hardly surprising that children indicate they tre'expected to raise their hand

in school if they know the answer to a question, while at home or play, they

just answer it put the following results are somewhat more interesting:

t) The expectation is t children will directly acknowledge not knowing
the answer, to a e tion C"I don't know") at home or play, while at
'school the ackn edgement is indirect ("don't raise my hand");

2) The expectation that a child will try to find out the answer to a
quesspn (s)he doesn't know it is stronger at school than at home
or play, but the tendency to evaluate ability or question difficulty,
whether or not the answer is known (I'm smart, I'm dumb, that's an
easy question, that's a hard question) is much stronger at home and
play than at school;

2J



TABLES

Pupil Statements.of the "Rules" of Discourse
in Three Settings

, (percent of pupils participating)

Being Quiet addtHbt Talking

I. When
.

4 wants me to be quiet, (0.he...

I
25

School Home Play

(N -143) (N -142) (N -142)

signals 1( 49.0 3.5 6.3

requests 8.4 6.3 7.0

commands.(moderaie) 32.9 69.7 - 63.4

commands (sharp) 7.0 16.9' 19.7

other/no;Tesponse 2.8 _ 3.5 3.5

2. gken talks, I ...

School Home ,-

(N142)
PIay
(N142)

be quiet 441, 62.2 52.1 38.7

listed 34.3 36.6 .50.0

.converse 2.8 7.0 6.3

other/no response .7 4.2 4.9

3. I don't talk when.:.

School Home Play

(N71 3) (N142). (0..142)-

Bomane else is talking 82.5 35.3 57.0

other "quiet" rule 16.1 30.3 11.2

anon -rule reason. 13.3 32.4 26.1

no response, 0.0 2.1 5.6

4. doesn't talk when...

4
School
(N -143)

Home
(N -142)

Play
(N -142)

someone.eli is talking 53.9 48.6 78.8

other "quiet" rule 23.1 20.4 3.7

non-rulereason \19.6 29.6 16.9

'no response 3.5 1.4 .7

3 0
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Table 5 (continued)

4
5. When I'm'playing, I talk to...

.

i
e

an adult
a.child
no one ,

myself,
no response

6. When Im doing my work, I talk to..,

School Hose
(N14a) (N142)

1.4 1.4

98.6 93.7
0.0 , 3.5
0.0 , .7

0.Q ..7

School
(N143)

Home
(14142)

an adult 38.5 41.5

a child 19.6 37.3

no one 37.8 .13.4
myself 1.4 7.7

AO response' 2.8 0.0

7.- When I finish my work, r talk to...

an adult
a child
no'one
myself

AO response

Asking and9Answering Questions

8. If I know the "answer-to a question, I...

School
(14143) (N142)

Roma'

29.4 '.32.9

49.0 51.7
19.6. 11.2
.7 3.5

1.4 .7

Schools Home Play
(N143)

signal . 74.8

givi the answer . 15

acknowledge knowing ' 4.9

don't acknowledge knowing ' 2.1

evaluate own ability or question difficulty 1.4

no rdiponse 1.4

31

(N142) (N142)

.7 1.4
70.4 59.9
9.9 14.8

.7 1.4
'11.3 16,9

.3 4.9

4

..*
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9. If I don't know the answer to a question, I...

School
(14143)

Home
s14.11222

27

Play
(14142),

don't signal 46.9 0.0 .7

signal 8.4 0.0 .7

try to find out 20.3 10.6 10.6
acknowledge notknoving 7.0 50.7 43.7
don't acknowledge opt knowing? 15.4 16.2 20.4
.evaluate own ability or'question difficulty .7 14.8 19.7

no response 1.4 7.7 4.2

10. I ask a question when...

I want to know
I need help
(invokes "talking". rule) .

(gives situationaltresponse)

-unriitricted-
other no response

11. asksa question when...

(s)he wants.to know
. is)he needs help
(gives instruetiong purposes)

, (invokes "talking" rule) ,

(gives situational response)
-unreetricted -

no response

fr

Getting Information/Assitance/Praise

' 12. When I want to ask sometang I...

(
signal for attention -

just, ask

,follow "politeness" 'rule'

other/no 'response

.1

i

r

School
(14143)

Hose
(N1420

Play
(14142)

8.4
33.2.
39.9

10.5

.7

8.5

15.5

45.1'

17.6
14.8

2.1

4:9

19.7
32.4
15.5
17.6
7.0
7.7

t

School Hose Play
(14143) (1,6142) (N142).

6.3 23.2 26.8
6.3 1,9.0 31.7

38.7 0.1 2.1
16.8 12.7 12.0
26.6 16.2
2.8

25.4
5.6 4.9

5:6 4.9 6.3

School Hone Play
(14143) (14142) (N4142)

81.1 41.5 ' 46.2
13d 45.1 44.1
4.9 12.0' 6.3

si .4 3.5

32
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Table 5 (continued),

13. When'I need help, I...

School
(N -143)

signal for attention
ask an adult'
ask a.child
no response

14. says "good" when...

(deserved-)Fademic),
(deserted- nonacademic)

(deserved-unspecified)
(outside evaluation) - e.g., "ehe thinks"',
(convoluted) - e.g., "I fall down" /

(not necessarily directed toward indivi-

/ . dual child),

other/no responsei

A

ir

eft

33

4

Home Play
Ixtyla (11,442)

66.4 4.2 11.4

28.0 '82.4 9.9

2.1 13.4 76.1

3.5 AO 0.0 \ 2.8

School Rome s Play .

(N143) (NA142) (S.1.141),

19.6 28.2 6.3

3.5 24.6 22.5

7.7 42.3 33.8

1.4 .7 6.3
0.0 .7 4.9

66.4 2.8 21.1

1.4 .7 4.9

/

Oie

;
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3) Itis expected that children ask questions at school, hode, or play
when they need help, but at school there is the added expectation
that they do this at the "allowed" time;

,4) Teachers,are expected to ask questions in order to. teach, while
mothers ask when they want to know something and, playmates ask
when they need help; and

5) Asking Oestions is seen as a situational activity for mothers as
often as for teachers (the teacher asks wn e do

math, and my mother asks.a questi when she's cooking supper).
a-

With regard to getting information, assistance, or praise, the following

expectations can he noted:

1) Signaling to get attention before asking fontinformation is essential
at school, but surprisibgly,, getting attention first is important
in home andplay settings too ("Hey, Hon, come here " -or "Hey, you
guys");

2) Praise directed atthe indiviVal child is easier to come by at home
than at school or play.

It is cleat, from these data that, in a general sense, children perceive

definite differencesin the rules of discourse at school and in more informal

settings. This is hardlyto,be wondered at, for the reality is that differences

in expectations do-exist in these settings, and children could not function in

the school setting if they were not aware of the differences. A more important

queition is whether different children perceVe these settings differently. For

pupils in this study there were no significant differences by either ethnic -

background or entering reading achievement-in responses to the sentence coo-

pletion 'task for either the school or hook setting. Examples of the patterns

of responses to several key sentences are presented in Table 6, to illustrate

this hack of systematid variation. It is evident that, while not all pupils

siate the nXi;'types of expectations, their differences in perieption are not re-

'lilted to such *tat& variables as ethAicity and enterin$ reading achievement.

We cannot drop the issue of home-school discontinuities here, however. For

it is not a problem simply of general patterns of agreement or disagreement about

expectations for behavior.: The real question is how many individuals perceive

34
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TABLE 6

Illustrative Examples of Pupil Perceptions
of Rules of Discourse

Organized By Ethnicity, and Entering Reading,Achievement

Asking and Answering Questions At School

If I don't know the answer to a question, I...

Acknowledge/ Don't
Ethnicity Try to Find Out Acknowledge

Anglo 20 31

Maclean-American 18 44
Black/Other Minority 13, - 14

1

Entering
Reading Acknowledge/ Don't

Achievement Try to Find Out Acknowledge

Above 2nd Quartile 17 31
Below 2nd Quartile 11 - '27

Belmwlst.Quartile 24 31

I ask a question when...

I want to know/ Talking Rule or
Ethnicity ., need help Situational Response

Anglo -26 24
Mexican-American 21 33
Black/Other Minority ' 11 .15

Entering
Reading

Achievement
I want to know/
need Welp

Talking Rule or
Situational Response

Above 2nd Quartile 21 23
Belot 2nd Quartile 16 22
Below 1st Quartile 21 27

Being Quiet and Not Talkinik it School_

When theteacher talks, I...
- f

3

6

Ethnicity 1*.2.1111/ Liken Converse 'Other Resionse

Anglo 33 17 1 2

Mexican-Ameri6an .36 21 3 2
Black/
Othei Minority 16 10

35
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I don't talk when....

.

ibmeone Other
Else Is "Quiet" Non -Rule

Ethnicity Talking Rule Reason Other/No Response'

Anglo 44' 8 1 0

Mexican-Arriemn 50 12..?. 0 0

Black/
Oilier Minority 23 3, 1 0

The teacher doesn't talk when...

Someone Other
Else Is "Quiet"

Ethnicity Rule

Anglo ' . 31 , 8.

Mexican-American 31 j// 19

Black/
Other Minority 14 6

L
Non-Rule

. Reason Other/No Response

13 1

9 3

6 1

'When I'm dotes my work, I talkto...

. .

c Teacher My---

Ethnicity or Aide Neighbor No one Other /No Response

lilk Anglo 22 9 18 4
,

Mexican-American 32 14 24 . 2 .,

Black/
r

Other Minority 11 5 11 0
0 . ..

Being Quiet and Not Talking At Hoie

When, my "'other talks, I...

-Ethnicity Be Quiet Listen Converse Other;N° Response
.

. Anglo 24 20 6-

Mexican-American' ,-17 21 2
3

)

Black/. .

___/---'' Other Min its 12 11 ' 2 2

I don't balk when...

Someone Other
Else Is "Quiet" Non-Rule'

Ethnicity Talking Ride Reason . Other/No'Response

Anglo 20 17 15 1

MingicannAmericam 21 20 20 1

Black/ -

Other Minority 9 6, 11 1

S

36



Table 6 (continued)

My 'mother doesn't talk when...

32

&mond Other
Else Ip "Quiet" - Non-Rule

Ethnibity Talking Rule Reason Other/No Response

Anglo 27 10 15 1

Mszican-Ameiicas 31 14 17 0
Black/
Other Minority 11 5 10 1

When I's doing ay work, I talk to...

Ethnicity,

Mother/
-Path. Sibling No One Other/NO response

Anglo 26 13 8 6

---Mesican-Aseric.an .24 26 4
Black/
Other-Minority _ 9 14 3 1

I
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discontinuitiescbepween the home and school setting, what types of discontiiu-
.

/ties they perceive, and which individuals perceive what types of discontinuities.

In .Tab 7 we examine the congruence of expectations at homewand school at the

level of the individual pupil. To highlight the data presented here for more

rapid interpretation, we have bracketed the numbers representing pupils whose

responses are congruent for the two settings, and circled the numbers indicating

the most frequent types of discontinuity.
4

A careful analysis of Table 7 suggests that the r les/expectatpns (sen-
__

tences) can be separated into three types: Those which are seen as fairly con-

gruent across the two settings; those which are seen as highly discrepant

across the two settings, bdt for which there is,strong agreement on the type of

discrepancy; and those which are "mixed" (or muddled?), with only moderate fre-

quencies of congruent perceptions And moderate or limited agreement on the type

of discrepancy. For example, the following rules/expectations seem to have high

congruency:

1) When I'liplaying, I talk to... my friend (133 congruent responses);

. 2) When I've finished my work, I talk to... my neighbor/my brother or .

sister (80 congruent-responses);
,

3) When talks,41/... be quiet (20 congruent responses); and

4) doesn't talk when... someone else Is talking (78
congruent responses).

In each of these instances, dyer half the pupils perceived some congruency in

the rule !IgAwir the Ewo settings.

In contrast, consider the following examples:

1) _If I. know the 141*er to a question, I... raise my hand/say it (17
congruent responses, 78 agreed-on discrepant responses);

6

2) says "good" when... someone gives a good answer/I do some-
thing ight congruent responses, 90 agreed-on discrepant re-
sponses); and

3) When I need help, I... raise my hand/aSsk my mother (38 congruent re-
sponses, 77 agreed-on discrepant responses).
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TABLE 7

Pupil Perceptions of Home-School Congruency
in the Rules of Discourse

(number-of pupils responding in each category)

Being Quiet and Not Talkink

When wants as to be quiet, she...

School Signals Requests Coinmands Other/No Response
.'

I . a- 2

0 . 11 1

1 ;50 I ..' , 3
,..,

response 0 0 3 '10

signals
requests
commands . 3_
other/no

When talks, I...

Home

School Listen Be-Quiet Converse
i

' .
!

listen I 26 GO , ;
00 be quiet OP 53

Converse
ntherAno

response- 0

't talk when.-

Home

8

2 0

-,.,

Other/No_Reskonse
I-

2

4

0

0 0

Someone Else- Other Non-Rule

School Is Talking "Quiet" rule'' Reason Other/No Response

someone else
is talking151

other quiet
'rule 11

nor -rule
!WWI 0

other/no
response 0

5 2 1
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Table 7 (continued)

doesn't talk when...

.

Home
.

, .

-SOmione Else Other Non-rule
School Is Talking .Quiet rule Reason Other/No Response

someone else
istalking.

other quiet
rule

non-rule
reason

otheY/no
response

65

_

6

1
.

When' I'm playing, I talk to`...

Roue.

School Adult' Child &self Other/No Response

6

z

0'

0.10 1

4 0

0
.

1 .2 - , 1

. .126 one

myself
othirr/no -

response

0 0
0 0

*'

0 0

When,I'm working; I talk to...

Hose

School Adult - Child

adult I 29 . °1T
child 7 16

no one 0. 17

myself 0
other/no
..., response 1: 2

child
I 1

132
0

0 0

9'
5

o 0

0 0

.No one Myself

6 3

f 3 2
L 9 5

0 1

1 0

0

1_
0

1

0

Other/No Responses

" 0

0

. 0
1. 0

0

-.

.,.
4,

,. 4 9,,4 ,

9 - .

4 0
'r .4

... 4 vs

*
..--

i A

C
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Table' 7 (contiltutd)

k Adult

.

Ask Child 'Other/No Response

14
0

2
0

0 0

Vinan

3 0

*d' Dpserved "Outside

Onspirc,.: ' ,Rvsl.

'St

36

rib

&self Other /No Response

2 0
1

2 0

0

0

Not Recess.
Directed

,

. Toward Indio. Other',

Convoluted Child No Redponse Evalbste _Other/

. A1-211...1t.L E..L..!12.2sme0

,

10. 0 0
-1

,

1 11 11 0 6

. 3 3

3. is

ti

0

0

0
0

0

o

0

OS.
0

'0.

o
-40

0

1

0

0

L

Evaluate

10

1

5

0

1

0

0

Other/-

PLR:1MM
5

'4
'2

0 0

.

,_-
.

4 0

.
.

=. o,

.., ., 0 '+ o

. . .,- . 41
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Table 7 (continued)

$

I ask a question when

Rose

WA Neek_Talking
School To s_Know Help rule......_.....

I

want to know I 7 I 4

6

0

peed help
talking rule 5 6 I 5

12

.

situational
. response 3 5 3

unrestricted 0 0 I

other:,,,/no:

response 1 .5 4

Bose
t

37

Situational.
Response Unrestricted Other/No Response

1 0 0

5 1 2 ft
11 1 . 4

. N

3 1

0

1 1, 0

asks.iquestion when...

Wants Needs
SChool ".To Know Help

wants to know 16
needs help

0,,to instruct 43)
talking rule .1

situational
responi, 7

unrestrIfied 1

other/no
response 2

8

-2

9

1

1

'To
Instruct

Talking Situational
Rule Response Unrestricted

Other/
No Respc

0 0 0 '0

0 2 .' 2 0 0
5 4 11 4 3

3 '10. , 2 1

4 5 10. 0' 2

0 0 1

1. 2 0 1 1

Getting Information/Assitancefteise

He
School Signal . Do *It Follow Politenesalule Other/No litiponse

-Signal 1 47 14

d!' it' 8 --F-9 1 A
0,

0
follow
politeness
soli 4 1

othsr/no o

response 0 1

IP

4

2
1

0

0 0

42
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Table 7 Siontinued)

When I need help, I.:.
-....,...

Boma

School Signal, Ask Adult Ask Child Other/No Response

signal .,

1 3 14 0
v ask adult ,2

ask child 0
3

3 I 0
1

0
0

other/no'
re 8p o a a a1 a 2 3 0

01.

alb

says "good" when...

Home

Deserved Deserved
School Academic Nonacad.

deserved,
academic I

8

deserved,
nonacadeeic 1

8

deserved,
unspecified 3

outside
'evaluation 0
convoluted 0
not necessarily .

'directed toward

individual J.
other/nog
response 1

lermamEimicar

3

1

38

Deserved
Unspec.

Outside
Eval.

Not Necess.
Directed

Toward Indiv. Other/
Convoluted Child No Respans

10 0 0
. .

I
'

2' 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 '0
0 0 0 0 0

42
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0

1

0

3 0

0
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In these instances there is clear agreement on the differences in the two set-

tings.. .

Both of these types of rules/expectations appear to be well-defined for most

pupils, It is the other rules/expectations-,swhere-responses are mixed or muddled,

for which,home-school discontinuities might be most apt to lead to misunderstand-:
"r

%fags and biscommunication between teacher and pupil.
I

If we pursue this line of reasoning further, we note that the expectations

'which are most congruent are tho se involving, children talking during free time,

and adultOltalking to children. ,The expectations for'which there are agreed-on

discrepancies Are those related to children answering questions when they, know

V-
the answer, and getting assistance or praise. The expectations which appear to

be most "mixed' have to di) with,asking questions (both adult and childand child-
.

ren responding to qUestions when th y don't know the answer; For,example:

1) If I don't knor the'ansie
say I don ",t kat* (23 cod;
responsei);

a question, I... don't raise my hand/
nt responses, 35,agreed-on discrepant

2): I ask a question when. . we're s'posed to/I need help (49 congruent
.responses, 23 agreed- discrepant responses); and

3) aske.a question when... she,wants to Mil us something/
she wants tolicnow something (32 congruent responses, 16 agreed-on
discrepant responses).

It salUld,appear, therefore, that the possible detrimental effecti of hoMe-school

discontinuity in theiules di discourse might be most readily observed in rela-

tion to questioning. We turn next to examine pupil differences in home-school
4.

congruence, with particular attention to the rules aurropnding classroom cites-

tioning p

Hone- school congruence and other variables. For the rubjecel
1

in this study
---

'41*there were no significant differences in pupil perceptions of home-school 'con-
IL

gruence ifirthe rules of discourse by ethnic background, by entering reading achieve-

Rent. Table 8 presents examples of the patterns o&response by ethnicity for the

A

44
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TABLE .8 -

Roue-School Congruency in Expectations
For Asking and Responding to Questions

&poised by Pupil Ethnicity,

If I don't know the answer...

Congruent
Response

Lack of
Congruency

_ .

Mexican- Black/

Anglo r
American Other Minority

6.

40

.9

44.

I ask a questiam4Ohen...

Congruent
Response

Lack of
Congruency

f.

Anglo

18

35

asks a question when...

4E
11

51

.Mexican
American

3.

-

Black /Other

Minvity

19 12

43 16

Meiican- .BlackA)ther
Anglo. American Midority /

Congruent
Response 11 15 6

Lack of -

congruency 42 47 32'

45
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.

expectations about asking questions and responding when 'the inurwer.is not known.
.--.

'Table 9'presents the same data
t

orgsnized by pupils', entering rea ding'achievement-,

and Table 10 shows them organized by classtoomirr PerCeptions of congruence, or

.lack'of congruence is clearly Iditeevenly distributed-across pupils with regard

,

to all three viriables., .. Thus it would appatthat discontinuities between theef'

!

r f

. . . f /..

formal rules Or_ stated.expectations of classroom discourse and discourse at home,
...,

,- .
even with regard tto clhseroom questioning.,--are not necessaril more marked for

children of minority grouaiultures than for. Anglo children; or for childrerfof one
.,

. + _..

classroom as apposed to another, and that4such discontinuities are not necessarily

reflected in pupil achievement in reading.. ,
, . mr

_
...

It'is the case, however, that, careful examination of data on pupil under-
. .

'.
.-

standing of the functions Of classroom questions' reported in detail in Part II
!

of this final report, indicates that there are important relationships between

teacher_use of classroom questionst pupil understanding of the function of class-

room questions, pupil behavior (i.e., participation in class discussions), and

pu pil success in school. We will return to this point in a.later section on in-

terpretations of 'fihdiagas A

Summary. To summarize the findings with regard to'pupil perceptions of the

formal rules of classroom discourse:

1) Pupils and teachers demonstrate strongest agreement on rules for
answering questions and getting information/assittance, all rules
that involve the use of the "raise yourrhand"-signal; ,

2) Pupili and teacherF show least agreement on rules about asking a
question;'

3) Pupil-teacher agreement onlormal rules appears to be strongest
in the class where the teacher states the rules clearly and reminds
'pupils of their existence frequently;

4) Teacher rankings of pupils on appropriate language behavior are not
directly related to pupil-teacher agreement in stating the formal
rules of clissroom discourse;
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TABLE 9

Hosezlchool Congruency in Expectations
for Asking and Responding to Questions

Orlimnize4 by Entering Reading Achievement

If I don't know the answer...

.

Below 1 Below 2nd Above 2nd

Quartile ,Quartile

. ,

Congruent
Rexpmnie 6 9 7

Lack of
Othgruency 1 41 30 42

I 'ask a question then....

Below lst
Quartile

Below 2id Above 2nd

. Quartile Quartile

Congruent
Response 16 14 17

Lack of
Congruency 31 V 25 '32

asks a question when...

Below 1st. Below 2nd Above 2nd

Quartifi Quartile , Quartile

Congruent
Response

Lack of
Congruency

10 9 10

37 30 39

47
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TABLE 10

Home-School' Congruency in Expectations
for Adkins and Responding to Questions,

Organized by Classroom

I

If I don't know.the answer,to a question, I...

.
-,

Teacher -Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher',

A B C D E' F
. /

Congritent
1-

Responie -2 4 6 1 2

Lack of

Congruency 22 19 .20 22 19 18

I'ask a question \Then:

.

Teacher
A

Teacher
B

Teacher
C

/

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
F

Congruent

,espoens , 7 5 '11 11 8 7

1.(pck of

Congruency 17 18 17 17 12 13

J JS

asks a question when...

Congruent

Teacher
A

:Teacher
B

O

Teachei
C

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher

Response 8 3 4 .9 2 3

Lack of
Congruency 16 20 24 19 18 17

48
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5) Pupils perceive clear differences in expectations across' settings
of home, play; and school;

6) Pupil differences in perceptions of home-school congruency in
stated/formaarrules of discourse are not direcly related to
pupil differences in-ethnic background or entering reading
achievement, or to classroom/teacher;

7) Three types of rules can be identified in relation to home-school
congruency of expectations (rules with fairly high congruency,
rulel with highly agreed-on discrepancies, and rules for which
expectations are mixed or muddled);

vuo
8) The rules for.which expectations are most mixed 'Or:muddled are

rules about classroom questioning, and it is therefore possible
that this is an area where home-school discontinuities in
rules of discourse are most detrimental to school achievement;
and

9) 4 prior, segment of this final report 1Part II) .that focusqs on

classroom questioning.provides evidence of relationships-among
teacher use of questions, pupil p4ceptions of the functions of

.rte
questions, pupil participation in-class discussions,"-and pupil

success in school, indicating that classroom questioning is an
aspect of classroom discourse that is important in school achieve -
sent. .

Taken together,- these findings suggest that we could-benefit fromnoncen-

ireiing'further 'investigations af'classreom discourse on classroom questioning

and that we should for indirect, rather than direct, relationships between

pupil perceptions of the formal rules of classroom discourse and pupil success

in school.

. Pupil Perceptions of
topropriate Forms of Address

The investigation of pupil perceptions of ipropriate form f address was

not originally pla6ed as a part of this study. In the course of data collec-

tion it became apparent from pupil reports, and from behavior observed on the

videotapes, that certain language -functions,which we had not planned to examine

were important to pupils ih all three discourse settfiir(home, school, play).

.These were the functions of getting attention and influencing (controlling)

others).

49
r
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*
We are all accustomed to thinking of these as important language functions

4
for the teacher in the classroom setting. We were only gradually made aware of

them ae/importants(perhaps even critical) functions for the child as well. The
.

prevalence of the "raise your hand" rule for getting attention in lesson* was

not at all surprising, but the "Mom, come here" and "Hey, you guys" language that

was reported as a prelude to getting information at home and atplay was some-

what unexpected. In further pupil repo rts about whit they might say in talking

to their mothers, fathers, or playmates, tba attempts to exert influence he-
I-

'tape quite evident (When are you going'to'take me to buy some shoes ?", When can

Jos go fishing?, Do you want to play kick ball?), as did their strong tendency

to use a question form to serve this function. We therefore devised a task
/

to study this form-function relationship further, We report on this investiga-

tion heri-becauseoit revealed relationships betweenforms of address and status

in the social eetting, thereby providg evidence of children's perceptions of

the rules'of discourses telated to "who says what to whom."

Identification of forms across settings. Daia'on pupil identification of

sentence forms which function to "get.you to do something" or to "get'yotir

attention" in each of the three settings are presented in
_
Tables 11 and 12.

(The reaper will recallothat in this taik'sentences were derived primarily from

pupil reports of what they heard on videotapes, that pupils selected as many

sentences as thty liked in each setting, and that the same sentenCe'could'be

selected in more than one setting.)"/ Asterisks indicate the "pteferred place-

,0

ment" of each sentence within.* setting. Since the content'of these sentences,

as well as their form, is obviously important in any decision about their

appropriateness fore given setting, we can draw only limited conclusions from

these,respChses..

Dui% first conclusion is that the ques tion form is perceived by pupils as

..

ti
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TAME 11

Identification of Sentences, Which Function
To "Get You To Do Soaething"

(Percent, of Pupilsjaasponding; 11 -154)

fn General
In School
Settings

In Play
Settings'

In Hole
Settings

y

Throw me the ball. 61.8 13.4 . 74.6* '4 13.4

Follow me. 57.3 '28.00 66.8* 19.0

Look at this. 43.9 29.9 56.1* 25.4

Let's watch TV. 45.9 5.6 46.3* 24.0

Feed the dog. 58.6 .6 7.6 57;3*

Get ma the scissors. 56.1 41.,8,..,
_. - .

20.4 '47.1*

Open your book. 52.2 78.8* , 7.2 19.6

Study your opellits words. 38.0- 68.7* 4.4 .66.2*

Reaithit. story. ---' 45.2 73.9* 9.5 , 38.2

Be tpliet..
.

.. 31.8. 54.8* 19.0 38.2
-_,

Did you clean your room? 49.0 3.8 1.9 I* 69.4*

Did you finish year work?' 40.8 74.4* 14.5 61.8,

Do you went to ge to the store? 49:0 3.8 36.9 53.5t

Do you want to-goto the office? 26.1 43.2* 4.3 .' 64

51
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TABLE 12

Identification of Sentences orActions Which Function
To "Get Your Attention"

(Percent of Pupils Responding; N155)

-47

--e

In

General
In School
Settings

In Play,
Settings,

In Home
Settings

(Child's nams) 46.4i 47.0 54.8* 57.4*.

Lookit. - 52.5 23.0 60.3* 25.1

See what I made. 46.5 12.7 43.9* 11.4

Hey, you guys. 52.5 23.8' 45.5* 12.2

Case hereva minute. 57.3 39.4 61.8* 64.3*

You in* what? 46.2 23.2 58.5* 26.3

What happened in school today? 43.2 1.8 19.0 69.4*

Did you blarkme? 52.5 44.2 26.2 58,3*

Be quiet., 47.7 63.0* 20.3 48.4

Get out your book. 27.9 67.4* 3.1 22.3,

All right. 20.3 20.5* 21.0 22.3

tRingthi 28.8 21.1* .- 5.7 3.2

turn out the'lightil 25.2 41.9* 1.7 14.8

[Raise their hand) 19.7 18.4* 2.4 1.2.

tti-

52
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appropriately serving both-the influencing and attention-getting functions,-in

both forma and informal settings (Did you clean your Wow ?, Did you finish

your Uorh?, You know what?, Did you-hear me?).. We emphasize this because it

has been suggested elseWhere'cspecifically, in the NIE request for'proposals

which'eveatually led to the funding of-thiM study) that teacher use of tha

question form to issue a directive might be important instance of mtscom-

n unicatios resulting from teacher-pupil differences in perceptions of class-

room discourse. It seems^cleir that for pupils in this study use of

tion form to serve other funitioni (both directive and attention-getting)_is a

very familiar phenomenon at home and at play, as well an at school.

Our second ;onclusion hag-to do with relationships betWeen identification

of sentences for use in general vs: use in specific settings: Table 13 pre-
,

gents these data. (The reader is reminded that childrertwere first_asked the

"general" question, "Which of these things might someone say/do to get you td

do something/ get rim attention?" and then asked about specific settings (Which

of these things might your teacher say...?).

It appears that sentences which are perceived by pupils as - functioning pri-

e erily isachool settings are much less apt to be selected as serving the general

function than sentences perceived as functioning primarily in home or play set-
, .

tings. (It is also the case that sentences seen frequently as functioning in

more than one setting are selected as serving the general function slightly

more often than those whose functioning is seen as largely restricted to one

setting.) We interpret these results.to be supportive of our general finding

that pupils perceive classroom discourse ag."a language apart;" with rules,

formsand functions that are distinctly different from those of talking in

informal social settings. The language that is appropriate to sc4hool does not

'come quickly to mind when children are asked about "talking" in general, even

53
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TABLE 13

Identification of Sentences to Serve
A General Function Compared

to Pre;alency of Selection in-Specific Settings

.,Sentences,that "get you to do something"

Sentences Prevalent in
Play'Settings Only

(N -4)

Sintences Preveilent in

Mean' Percentage of Pupils
Identifying Sentences

As Serving General Function

52.23

. ,

Home Settings Only 52.20

(N=3)

SenteMces Prevalent in
School Settings Only. 39-.22

(N=5)

Sentences Prevalent in
Two Settings: Home & School

(1=2)

Sentences that "get your attention"

Sentences Prevalent.in
Play Settings Only

(N=4)

Sentences Prevalent in
Home Settings Only

(N =2)

Sentences "Prevalent in
School Settings Only

(N=6)

Sentences Prevalent in
Two Settings: Home & Play

(N=2)

A

e

57.05

Mean Percentage of Pupils
,Identifying Sentences
As Serving General Function

54

49.43

47.85

28.27

51.85
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- through school constitutes such of the` child's day.
-.

Pupil - generated sentences: general ?Uterus. The sentenha which pupils

generated themselves as examples of things which might be said to serve in-
_

.
#

lineuoing or attent4on-getting functions provide us with.much more variety

in form-fUnction relationship. The sentence forms that pupil. generated are
t

. ,

presented -in tables 14 and 15. Some interesting patterns stand out immedi-
..:,

w--,
stely. For example: .. 4,)__,

. ..

1) The command /a reportedly the most prevaiant "influencing".form used
by.the teacher (35.4%) but it.141 even more frequently attributed

to the mother, (51.4%);- k

2) ,Pl.
.
aymates are seen as using.. wider variety of forms to serve the

influencing function than eieher.mothers or.teachera (Call - 13.57%;

Command - 12:3Z, Request - 10.3%, Question - 17.4%, Suggist - 10.3%)T

)) Pupils report that they use asignal (27.9%) to influence their.t
(i.e., they.get esAphtion first), a request form to influence' their
mother (27.1%) air& ball; 19.3X), coimand (18.7%),or request .4%)

-to influence their Olsysiai ., .

.

.

, it

41). Teachers'ieportedly use e command form. Eo get attention (25.

as well as to i (15.4t), while mothers also use commie

get.* ention ( ..6%), but are more 96quently reporter ,to use a:

call tb serve is `function (29.%); and .6.

5) Calling ("come ere a minute") it the prolominan t.form of attention-

gekin; a and at,play, for both children and adults, but it
is reported to serve this function dinfrequently at school.. aits-

46,

Q

These tales hint at status diffetentials in appropriate forms .(teachers

command, pupils signal; mothers command, children request), but toJexamine this

problem more fully:'.. swat make re .specific comparisons of pupil responEles. .j

oft

Comparisons o forms_within sett4. The data presented in Table 16 are,f

organized to display the responses,atindiVidual pupils in ;reporting both what. c

they would sayandwhat.the other personals the setting would say to "get ;them /you ,.

to do sqaPhing." The layout of ,thila able is based orvtfie assumptions that:

.
someohe'lot in status than the otts) is addtessing may have to get 'that

person's attention before atte,pting to inflUence; someone of about equaristatus

ih
55-
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TABLE 14

!Forms of Pupil-Generated Sentencei.

.
WhicheZ:ption to "Get You To Do Something,"

(Perc f Pupils Respond/14'in Each Category)

Physical Contact/Proximity
Signal .

*Name

(N154).

.

0 ,At School At Home

Teacher Mother

- 0
3.2
1.3

0
0

'.6

Call 1.9 6.5

Command 35.4 51.3

Pequest 8.3 5.1

Question 1.9
.

2.5

Suggest 7.1 8.4

'Other" 5.8 1.3

**No Response 34.8 . 24.0

*Name, Plusr 4.3 10.9

4%...../

. .

Physical COntact/Proximity
Signal
'*Name 4

Call
Command
Request
Question
Suggest
"Other"
lb Response),.
*Name, Plus

Self

9

0

Self

.6

27.9
3.2
9.7

'5.8
15.6
3.9
4.5
7.1

21.4

.

' 6.3

.6

0
3.9

15.5
17.4
272,1

-1315
7.8

.6

13 5

16.7

51 -

At Play
Friend

0
0

1.9

13.5
12.3
10.3
17:4
10.3

.6

.13

Self

0
0

5.8
19.3
18.7

17.4
9.6
7.1

5.2 ;

16A
4.4

.t.

* PulX1 responses somtime9 -used a-nape to introduce, followed by another form.
These sentences are included under the "major" form category, and a special,
note is made under "name, plus" to indicate the frequency with which this

response odcurred.

* * The incidence'of "no response" is high'herebecauae pupils said they could
think of.no examples in addition tb those they had already identified from

the spt of given sentence Tables 11 of 12) .
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TABLE 15

Forms'of Pupil-Generated Sentences
Which Function,To "Get Attention"

(Percent of Pupils Responding in Each Category
- (N -155)

At School At Home At Play .

Teacher Mother Friend

Physical Contact/Proximity 1.3 O. -
3.9

Signal 7.1 1.9 .6

*Name 1.3 2.6 2.6

Cal 14.2 29.0 27.7

Command 25.8'
...

20.6 '7.7

Request 3.2 2.5 ' 3.9

Question, 11, 0
.
- 1.2 ., 5.1

Suggest 9.0 747 9.7' ,

""Other"
...

3.2 1.9 5.2

**No Response 34.8 , , 32.3 33.5

*Name, Plus 8.4 c---- 12.1 19.3

IM

--, Self Self . Self

Physical C ntact/Proximity 3.2 3.2 1.9

Signal 60.0 1.9 .6

*Name 15.5 19.4 19.4

Call' 8.4 43.3 46.5

Command 1.3 4.5 7.1.

Request .2.6 1.2 2.6

Question
, 0 1,.3 1t6

Suggest 3.9
yoNN

13.5 5.1

"Other II ( 1.3 1.9 3.2

No Response
.

3.9 9.7 11.0

*Name, Plus 3.2 20.6 16.1

* *

4

Pupil responses somtimes used a name to introduce, followed by another form.

Thestsentences are included under the "major" form category, and a special,
nett is made under "name, plus" to indipate the frequency with-which this

.response occurred.

The incidence of "no response" is high here because pupils said they could'

think of no examples in addition to those they.hid already indentified, from

the set of given sentences (Tables 11 and 12).

5
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. TABLE 16

Pupil-Generated Sentences for
"Getting Someone To Do.Something:"

- Comparisons WitAin.Settings

.

Mother to Child

53

P
Request! ,

Other/

Child to Mother Attention Question/Suggest Command No Response
4

Attention :4 ,- 6 13 8

Request/
. , . ,

,

Question/ 7 . 15 42 11

Suggest

.- .

Command 0 -0 19 7
.

'..
.

Ot0her/ , .

ar, ,r

No Response 0 .
5 . , ..

13

School

Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 57:36:7

Teacher to Child

a

Request/ ' Other/

Child to Teacher Attention Question/Suggest Command No Response

Attention 8 12 20 24
.

.

Request/ - ,

Question/ 1 7 It 11

Suggest ,
l

.
.

Command 0 I 6 . 2

.
.

Other/
.

. ,_,

NO Response.
.

1 ...-4 7 LI 25

Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 68:29:3

Pta merte to Child
-. .

Child to Request!" Other/

Playmate Attention Question/Suggest Codmand No Response

Attention - SI 10 3 , 13 .

,

Request/ -.

Question/ . 4 38 5 6

Suggest ,'
. .

, ..

Command 2 7 9 11
,

Other/No Response 5 4 58 2 23
..

Traasfoimed Differential Status Ratio - 20:66:14
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may use a moderate fort of address such as a request, question, or suggestion

in trying to influence another; and someone of higher status than the one (s)he

is addressing may use a command form. When the same form ofladdress is attri-
,

buted,to =self' and theioiher person, then no status differential is implied. Aw

When a "higher" status form is abbributed to the other person and a "lower" status

to or vice versa, then a status differential is implied:

y theJatatus differeniials that are implied by the responses of

pupils in this study, we have taken the number of responses that imply higher

es
status, equal status, and lower status to the "other" person in coiparison to

.oneself, and formed ratios froi these numbers. For example, in the home set-
_

ting, there are 61 responses that imply higher status for the mother than the

child (mother commands, child requests, 42 instances; mother commands, child

gets attention, 13 instances; mother requests/questions/suggests, child gets'

attention, 6 instances). There are 38 responses that imply equal status foi

both participants (both get attention, 4 instances; both request/question/sug-

gest, 15 instances; bOth command, 19 instances). There are 7 responses that im-

ply loOer status for the mother than the child (mother gets attention, child re-

quests/questions/suggests). Instances where no response (or an uncodable re-

sponse) has been given are not available for analysis lof forms of address used,

and are not included in these calculations. The "differential status ratio" for

mother to child is thus 61:38:7.,

In order to Compare ratios across settings, we h &ve transformed these

ratios into percentage figures (e.g., 6111+ 38 + 7 .B 106; 61 is 57% of 106, etc.

The transformed "differential status, ratio" for forms of address used to "get

someone to do something" is 57:36:7 when the participants are mother and child.

The ratio for teacher and child is 68:29:3. The ratio for playmate and child

is 20:66:14. These comparative ratios suggest that children in this study use,

59
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and expect others'to use, forms of address that indicate approximately equal

status for themselvesAn comparison to their playmates, and lower status for

themselves in comparison to their mfthers and teachers. The status differen-

tial between teacher and child is somewhat more "extreme" than the differen-
t

tial between mother ands child.

Table 17 presents similar data for each of the three settings on the forms

of address used to "get their/your attention." Here, nonverbal means of
, - -

(raising hand, standing near someone) are assumed to imply lower

status than verbil forms (calling or naming someone). The differential status

ratios in this.lnstance are 38:52:10 for mother and child, 72:25:13 for teacher

and child, and 24:60:16 Eat playmate and child. Again playmate and child re-

v- portedly use fairly similar forms of address, Whi]e the_forms of address re-

v.

ported imply higher statusjor the mother and teacher than ¶or thexhild. Here '

the status differential is much more extreme between teacher and child than
a.

- I

. between mother'and *child.

Differential 'status ratios within settings in relation to other variables.

The general "rule" fort appropriate forms of address as perceived by pupils

in this study sight be stated as follows:

Use higher status iOrms when you address mother and teacher, and

equal status froms when you address playmates. Expect mother-and

teacher to use lower status !toms in addressing you, and playmates

to use equal status forms.

10 examine individual pupil differences in perception of this general rule, we

can compare the differential status ratios implied by the forms of address gener-

ated by various pupil subgroups. These data are presented in Tables 18, 19, 20,'

and 21. These are descriptive data. sNo tests of significance have been used.

The ratios presented in Table 18 describe pupil differences in perceptions

of appropriate forms of address to serve the "inuencing" function in the

school, setting. The data suggest that Anglo children accord higher differential

0



TABLE 17

Pupil-Generated Sentences for
"Getting Someone's Attention:"
Comparisons Within Settings

L._

Mother to Child

56

Child to
Mother

Nonverbal
Attention

Verbal
Attention

Request/ ,

Question/Suggest Command
Other/

,No Response
.

Nonverbal
Attention 1 2

.

0 2 3

Verbal
Attention 2 39 II 11 16 29

Request/
Question//cam,0

.

6

.
_
.

5

,7..

5

.s

, 'Ts

Command 0 1 4 - 1

Other/
Res se 0

*

1 5
.

11

Transformed Differential Status Ratio-38:52:10

School

Child to
Teact*r

Nonverbal
Attention

Verbal
Attention

Request/ .

Question/Suggest Command
. Other/
No Response

Nonverbal
Attention 11 15 9 26

,

37
-

Verbal
Attention 2 8

.

-

4 11

.

12.

Request/
Question/
Suggest

0 0

.

4' ' 3 3

Command 0 1 O. 0 1

Other/ ,

NO Response . 0 2 0

.

6

Transformed Differential Status Ratio-72:25:3

61
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TABLE 17 (continued).

Placate to Child

Ma

c

57

Child to
Playmate

Nonverbal
Attention

Verbal
Attention

Request/
Question/Suggest 'Command

Other/
No Response

Nonverbal
Attention

.

3

.

-
0 , 0

.

0

t .

1

Verbs/
Attention

,

3

.

0
'

o 0

.

1

Request/
Question!'
Suggest

.

0 3 . 7 -..,,,.,

. _

0 6

Command '- 0 2

.

.
5 '

..-,

2

Other/
No Response

.

I-

1 4 1

.

16

Transformed Differential Status Ratio-24:60:16
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TABLE 18

Differential Statue Ratios
Within the School Settingi

Forms of Address for Getting Someone To Do Something
(Comparisons by Ethnicity, Reading Achievement

Classroom, and Grade Level

ADifferential Status Ratios, Teacher and Child, by Ethnic Background
%IV

Anglo 71:22:0.

Mexican-American 61:33:6

Black and Other Minorities 69:31:0

Differential Status Ratiop, Teacher and thild, By Entering Reading

Achievement

Above 2nd Quartile 73:27:0

Below 2nd Quartile' 68:30:0

Belov 1st Quartile 64:28:8

Differential Status Ratios, -Teacher and Child, I _Classroom and Gracie,

Level

Teacher A 55:45:0

Teacher B 75:25:0

Teacher C 75:25:0

Teacher D 79:14:7

Teacher E 64:27:9

Teacher F 1.0

Second Grade 55:45:0

Third drade 76:21:3

Fourth Grade 67:29:4

...216.

c3

"?

r
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TABLE 19

Differential Status Ratios'
Within the Home and Play Setti

Fotms of Address for Getting Someone to Do Something
(Comparisons by Ethiicity, Reading Aifiievement

and Peet Status)

Differential Status Ratios, Mother and Child, By Et Backgpund

Anglo 58:32:10:.

k Mexican-American 58:36:6'

Black and,pther Minorities 58:42:0

Differential Status Ratios, Mother and Child, By Entering Reading

Achieviment

Above 2nd Quartile 55:30:15

Below and-Quartile 57:37:7

Below 1st Quartile( 67:330.

Differential Status patios, Playmate and Child, By Peer Status

High Peer Status 19:52:29

Middle Peer Itatus 16:72:12

Low Peer Status 26:61:13

64
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Differential Status Ratios, Teacher

TABLE 20

Differential Status Ratios
Within the School Setting:

Forms of Address far Getting Someone's Attention.
(Comparisons By Ethnicity; Reading Achievement,

Classroom, and Grade"Level)

Anglo

Mexican-American
)

Black and Other Minorities

60

and Child, By Ethnic Background

74:23:3.,

60:33:7

Differeitialr'Status 8atios, Teacher and Child, By Entering Rading

Achievement

AboWe 2nd

Below 2nd

Below lst

Quartile

Quartile

Quartile

71:26:3

74:22:4

70:28:2'

Differential Status Ratios, Teacher and Child,, By classroom and

Grade Level

.

Teacher A 77:17n6
:, .

Teacher B 7A29:0

Teacher C 67:27:7

Teacher D 80:20:0

Teacher E 75:25:0

Teacher F 63:31:6

Second Grade 77:17:0

Third Grade 73:25:2

Fourth Gra" 69:28:3

J 65



TABLE 21

Differential Status Ratios
Within thetas and Play Settings:

Forms of Address forGitting Someone's Attention
(Comparisons Bylianicity., Reading Achievement,

mi-Peei' Status)

61

Differential Status Ratios, Mother and Child, By Ethnic Background,-

.

Anglo

Mexican-American

Black and Other Minorities

36:54:10

44:47:9

23:62:15

-4

Differential Status Ratios, Mother and Child, By Entering Reading

Adhievement

Above 2nd Quartile

Below 2nd Quartile

Below 1st Quartile

Diffefential,Status.Ratioa, Playmate and

High Peer Status

Middle Peer Status

Low Per Status.

J.

66

. ,

42:50:8

48:45:7

29:57:14

Child, $y Peer Statui

21:62:17

24:351'41

35:56:9

e

A
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status to the teacher than do Mexican-American children, that higher achieving

Children- accord higher differential status to the teacher than do loweeachlev-

41
ing children, and that third grade children accordrsomewh t gher differential

status to the teacher than do fourth grade children (si. oily one second

grade was included in this study; we are not sure whether these apparentdif-

ferences are attributable tothe grade level Or-the individual teacher).

Table 19 presents ratios which describe pupil differences in perceptions

of appropriate forms of address for influencing others in home'and play settings.

These data Suggest no differences among ethnic groups in the differential sta-

tus accorded to the mother, but low achievers in reading appear to accord higher,/

differential status to the mother than do high achievers in reading. It is in-

teresting to note that children low in peer status tend to report forms of add-

ress which accord higher status to their playmates than is accorded to them by

their playmates, while high peer status children reverse this pattern. It

would appear-thst-ttatus differentials operate In forms of address used within

the peer group.as well as between adult and child.
14/P

Table 20 presents data on forms of address perceived as appropriate for

serving the attention- getting function in the school setting. It.appears that

there are fewer individual pupi* differences with regard to appropriate-forms

for this language function. Black and other sninority group pupils accord less

differential .status the teacher than do Ano or Mexican- American pupils,

and pupils of Teacher C and Teacher F seem to accord less differential status

to the teacher than do pupils of most other teachers, but these are the only

clear differences. 1

Pupil differences in perceptions of form-function relationships for atten-

tion- getting in home and play settings are much more marked, ae is_ apparent ,

from the data presented in Table 21. Mexican - American children accord somewhat

° 67
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higher differential status to the mother than Anglo children, while,Black and

other minority group children accord less differential status than either of the

tither two groups. Children who are lowest in reading achievement accord much

less differential status to the mother than do children in the -two higher

.1111.

achieving groups. Children of lbw peer status accord higher differential status

to their playmates, children of middle pd status accord higher differential

,

1.r.

statna to themselves, and children of high pe status accord about equal status

to themselves and their playmates:

.

-=)We interpret these data somewhat cautiously since no significance tests

have been used. However. the picture that. emerges suggests that children in gener-

al are aware of the differential socia)'status of participants in the various

social settings with which they are most familiar, and that they can express this

awareness by ideptifying different forms of address as appropriate, depending on

the relative status of the person being addressed and the person doing the addres-

sing. The degree of differential status expressed in the 'forms selected as

appropriate may vary with the language function being performed. Different pu-

pil groups may vary in their interpretation of this "rule" of discourse,-and it

is possible that pupils low in classroom status (e.g., low a6hieverakin reading)

A

or from particular cultural groups (e.g., Mexican-Ameridan) may accord leis

.differetitial status to the teacher than other pupils.

Comparisons of-forms across settings. To better understand the home-school

discontinuties in rules of discourse that pmpils.must cope with, it maybe use-

.

ful to compare pupil perceptions of appropriate forms of address across settings.

'These data are presented in Tables 22 and 23, along with the implied differen-

tial status ratios.

In Table 22 we examine pupil perceptions of appropriate forms of address

for influending others. The data suggest that in addressing the child the mother

`68
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TABLE 22

.Pupil-Ginerated Sentences for
"Getting Someone To Do Something:"

Comparisons Across Settings,

Tesrher io Child
1M

- 64.

*other
'to Child Attention

Request /

Question/Sugiest Command .Other/No Response -

Attention 3.

.:

. 3. 0 5

Bequest/
Question/-
Suggeat

2

-
.

8 ... 8 N
.

7
.

Commend 5 14 ''-° . 41 19

Other/ I

Jlip Response

,

-. 0 . 1 6
I

32

Tiassfornied.Differential Status Ratio 13:62:25

Teacher to Chi
. _

Playmate
o'Child' . Attention

.

Request/
QuestioniSgiest

,z(

Commdnd , Other/No' Response
-

.

Attention
..

4 ,

.

s.
9 6

Request/
Question/
Suggest

4

.

4

.

,16

,

.

23
N

16

.)

.

'''.

.

Command 2
.

3

.

12 .- 2

Other/.
)5o Reboonse _ ,' 0

%

, _ 2 11 39

amsforiej.Differential Status patio - 47:41:12

.s

69
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TABLE 22 (continued)

and to Mother

I

65

Child
to Teacher Attention

Request/ u----

Question /Suggest Command _Other/No Response

Attention / 33 , 9 '2

Request/
Questiop/
Suggest

,

2 31

I

-3 1
,

Command 1 0 7 1

-,

Other/
No Response

,

8 11 8 . , 17

A

as

Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 42:55,:3

ld to Playmate

4

Child '
to Teacher .

.'

tion

. Request
cation Su est

-

Command Other/No Res nse

Attention . . 20
.

23 . 9 ' 12

Request/
Question/ 41

Su est

2Q 10

. ,

2

Command EN 3 ..

Dther/

No. Response 11

,

.

19

Traaermed. Differential Status Ratio - 44:45:11 ,
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TABLE 23

PUpil-GeneratedSentences,Fory
"Getting Someone's Attention:"
Comparisons Across Settings

Teacher to Child
Mother Nonverbal
to Child Attention

Verbal
Attention

0

Request/
_Question/Suggest,

.0

Command

, 0

Other/No Response
.

1 ,

Nonverbal
Attention
Verbal Attent,ion÷ .--

12
.

6 12 15

Request/Question
Suggest

5 4

Command 2 4 6 12 8

Other/No Responst-2 . 3 4 A2 32 -

Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 29:39:32.

Teacher to C
Playmate Nonverbal
to Child . Attention

Verbal .

Attention
'Request/

Queition/Suggest Command ',Other/No
'

Response

Nonverbal
Attention 3_

-

0 3 1.

Verbal Attention ,6 13 6 6 . 16

Request/Question
Suggest

3 .0 , _ 13 5

Command 0 2" 2 4. 4

Other/No Response 1 9
..........._,

14 as-
Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 41:41:19

Child to Mother
Child Nonverbal
to Teacher Attention

Verbil
Attention

,nop

Request

Question/Suggest Command OtheffNo Responie

Nonverbal
Attention 6 , 63 14 5 10

Verbal Attention 0 28 6 3

Request/Question
Suggest

3 ,1 1
.

Command 0 0 0 1 1

Other/No Response 1 2, 2 0' . 3

Transformed Differential Status Ratio 7 68:2844

Child Playmate

Child : Nonverbal
Teacher Attention'

Verbal
Attention

Request/

Question/Suggest Command

..

Other/No Response.to

Nonverbal
Attention 69 . 11

-

,5 -

.

9

.

Verbal Attention ° 0 28 2 (-- 4 3

Request/Question
Suggest_''

3 3 1 3
v

dommadd ' 0 1 , 0 . G 1. .

Other/No Response 0 1 . 0 6,

Transformed Differential Status Ratio - 70:27:

. 71
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is perceived as expressing higher differential status relative to the child

than the teacher (13:62:25); e.g.,,the mother commands and the teacher requests,

14 instances; the mother requests and the teacher commands, 8 instances). The

teacher expresses higher differentia status relative to the child than the

playmate (47:41:12). The child accords higher differential status relative to

himself/herself to'the teacher than to the mother (42:55:3), and higher differ-
,

'ential status to the teacher than to the playmate (44:45:11).

In Table 23 the data on appropriate forms of address for getting attention,

compared across settings, are presented: In this instance.the mother and teacher

are seen as quite similar in the differential status (relative to the child) that

they express in their forms of address (29:39:32). The teacher still expresses

higher differential status than the playmate (41:41:19) in addressing the child.

The child accords much higher differential status ( relative to pelf) to the

teacher than the mother in the forms of address used for getting attention

(68:28:4) than is the case for the forms of address used to influence (42:55:3).

The same pattern holds in the forms of address used by the child in addressing

the teacher vs. the playmate (70:27:3,- getting attention; 44:45:11, getting some-

one to do'something).

Differential Status ratios across settings in_relation to other variables.

From the perspective of the child, the general "rule" that appears to operate

for appropriate for of address compared across ;lettings might be stated as

follows :

Address-your teacher in higher status forms.(relative to yourself)

VO4 , than you use to address your mother or your playmate.' Expeca-gour

playmate to accord you more relative status in forms of address'than

.11-- your teacher does, and your teacher to accord you more status than

your mother does (this last holds for attempts to get your attention).

)01,,

To examine pupil differences' n awareness of or interpr tation of this gential

rule, we have computed differential status ratios separately or various pupil

X
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sub- groups, focusing on the forms of address used by he child in speaking to.

the teachefsend the mother. These data are presented in Tables 24 and 25.

It would appear from the data in Table 24 that, in attempting to influ-

ence others, Anglo and. Mexicin-American pupils, are qui e similar. in their ten-

dency to accord higher relative differential status their teacher than to

their mother, while Black and other minority groin children differentiate between

the two to a much smaller degree. Pupils who are very low in entering reading

achievement are less apt.to accord higher differential status to the teacher

vs. the mother, than are pupils who are higher achievers. Pupils of Teacher A

and Teacher II do not seem to accord as h differential status to the teacher

vs. the mother as do pupils in-other'classrooma. Third grade- pupils accord

greater differential status, to the teacher vq. the mother than do fourth grade

pupils.

In Table 25 the same organization of data is presented for the forms of

address reportedly used by pupils to get someone's attention. Here we find very

little variation by pupil sub-groups, except for the pupils in Teacher A's class,

who accord much less status to their teacher relative to 'their mother than do

pupils in the otherolassew

Based on these data, it would appear that, for children in this study, home-

.-
school discontinuitiei iethe forms of address appropriately usediby the child

are more apt lja occur in relation to the attention- getting function (68:28:4

for child.to teacher es. mother) than the influencing function (42:55:3 for

child to teacher ;is. mother), but the discontinuities in rules for the atten-

tion getting function tend tobe viewed similarly by different pupils (i.e., they

do not necess ily pose an.interpretation problem). Pupils low in classroom

status (e.g.,, ow in reading achievement) or from particular cultural groups

(e,g.,.Black d other minorities) may not accord as much differential status

73
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g.TABLE 24

Differential Status Ratios
Across School and Rome Settings:
Forms of Address Used by Child

To "Get Salmons to Do Something"

Differential Status Ratios, Child to Teacher vs. Mother,

By Ethnic Background

Anglo 44:56:0

Mexican-American 46:52:2

Black and Other Minorities 25:63:12

Differential Status'Ratios, Child,to Teacher vs. Mother,

By Entering Reading Achievement

Above 2nd Quartile 42:53:5

Below 2nd Quartile 52:48:0

Below 1st Quartile 36:62:0

Differential Status Ratios, Child to Teacher vs. Mother,

By CLassroom and Grade Level

Teacher A 29:64:7

Teacher B 53:47:0

Teacher C '44:56:0

Teacher D 52:38:10

Teacher E 29:71:0

Teacher E 41:59:0

Second Grade- 29:6417

Third Grade 50:46:4

Fourth Grade 36:64:0

74
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TABLE 25

Differential Status Ratios
Across.SchooI and Home Settings:..."
Forms of Address Used By Child
To "Get Someone's Attention"

Differential Status Ratios, Child to Teacher vs. Mother,

By Ethnic Background

Anglo 63:31:6

'Illexican-American 70:27:3

Black and Other Minorities 70:30:0

Differential Status Ratio, Child to Teacher vs. Mother,

By Entering Reading Achievement

Above 2nd Quartile 68:30:2

Below 2nd Quartile 70:27:3

Below 1st Quartile 67:29:4

111

Differential Status Ratio, Child to Teacher vs. Mother,

By Classroom and Grade Level

Teacher A- 47:53:0

Teacher B 73:23:4

Teacher C 64:27:9

Teacher D 76:20:4

Teacher E ( 78:17:5

Teacher F 63:33:4

Sedond Grade 47:53:0

Third Grade 71:23:6

Fourth Grade 69c27:4
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to the teacher vs. the mother in forms of address used to influence her as

other pupils. That is, they do. not display as much awareness of a home-school

discontinuity. This may indicate that they do not understand this "rule of

classrobm discourse as well as other pupils.

Summary. In summarizing the results with regard to pupil perceptions of

discourse rules for apprOpriate forms of addiess, it is important to reiterate

the following findings:

1) "School talk" appears to be perceived as a language apart, for it
does not come-immediately to mind when pupils are asked to select
sentences that serve the influencing and attention-getting func-
tions is general;

2) A wide variety of forms, including the question form, are.gener-
ated by pupils as appropriate for serving both the influencing
and attention-getting fbnctions;

3) Within each of the three settings of school, home, and play, the

. form of address identified as appropriate for the influencing and
-attention-getting functions reportedly vary according to the rela-
tive status of the speaker and the listener in that social setting;

4) There appear to be grade level, ethnic, and reading achievement
level differences in the degree of differential status (teacher
to child) expressed by pupils in reports of appropriate forms of
address for the influencing function, and ethnic differences in
the degree of differential status expressed in forms of address
for the attention-getting function;

5) There appear to be reading achievement differences in differen-
tial status expre ed (mother to child) in the home setting for
the influencing f tion, and both ethnic and reading achieve-

ment differences reseed for the attention-getting function;

There are peer status differences expressed (playmate to child)
for both'influencing and attention - getting' functions in the play

setting;

7) Ther appears to be morellome-school discontinuity in appropriate
forms of address (child to adult) for the attention-getting func-
tion than the influencing function, but there are no clear pupil
differences' in perception of this "rule" (i.e., it appears to
be understood and accepted by most pupils); and

8) There appear to be ethnic, reading achievement, and grade level

yvi
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differences in perceptions of home-school discontinuity in forms of

address appropriate for the influencing function (child to adult),.

vitb Black and other minorities, by achievers, and fourth graders

reporting the least discontinuity.

Taken together,. these findings suggest that children are quite aware of the

relationships between social status and appropriate forms of address in each of

the settings most.familiar to them, and of the very real differences between

rues o discourse in school settinir compared to home and play settings.

Further, the findings-suggest that where home-school discontinuities are very

'narked, they may be more completely understood (perceived as differences) by

ill groups of pupils, and that where individual pupil differences in perceiv-

ing home-school discontinuities exist, the pupil's who do.not perceive the

rules as different in the two settings may be the ones who encounter achievement

problems.

Teacher Perceptions of
Pupils' Communicative Behavior

Teacher perceptions of how well pupils follow the most basic rules of

classrooi discourse (i.e.; exhibit an operational understanding of these rules)

need to be considered if we are to understand more filly the part theSe rules

play in the ongoing classrobm. Teachers in this study were therefore, asked

to categorize their pupils in September, October, and December on the basis of

several communication characteristics which were related to basic "rules" of

classroom dpfiburse, and which had been identified as particularly relevant to

teachers in prior studies. These characteristics were: listens attentively in

class; participates in class discussions; follows the talking- no talking rules

of the classroom; and uses "standard English." In addition; teachers were asked

to group pupils aceording-;to their probable success in reading for the year.

Teacher ratings of pupils in December, when they were thoroughly familiar

with pupils, were combined to develop a composite measure for each pupil, and
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within each classroom pupils were categorized as low, middle, or h in

"status with teacher" on the basis of this composite score. Relationships

between status with teacher and pupil perceptions of classroom discourse, or

pupil participation in classroom discourse, have been discussed elsewhere in

this final report (principally in Part,II). Here we are concerned with ex-

amining the relationships among the various ratings, to better understand how

teachers might prioritize these vCro:s characteristics, and how stable their

perceptions might be over time.

Relationships among teacher perceptions of various pupil characteristics.

In order
Sr

to examine relationships among teacher ratings of pupils on the com-

munication characteristics,and On predicted achievement; ratings on each pds-

sible pair of characteristics were used to set up a series of 3x3 tables.

The Chi-square test was used to determine the significance of the relation-

ship, and the contingency coefficient to determine the degree of relationship.

Table 26 presents the tables comparing teacher ratings on each communication

characteristic with teacher predictions of success in reading Zia ratings made

in December). *All pairs of characteristics are significantly related, with

probability levels ranging from p4.001.to p4..025. This is also the case for

all pairs of communication characteristics (e.g., listening attentively com-

pared to participating in class discussions), Illustrationssof these rela -

tionkhips are presented in Table 2? (probability. levels range from p <.001

to p

We are most interested in the degree df the relationships, however, for

thit measure provides evidence about the relative importance teachers place on

various aspects of pupils' communicative behavior with regard to pupil learn-

ing (expected success in reading). Contingency coefficents for relationships

of particular interest are presented in Table 28.

The various aspects of pupils' communicative behavior can be ranked in
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TABLE 26

'Teacher Perceptions of Pupils'
Ccoimicative Behavior Compared
to Predicted Success in Reading

Predicted
Success

Listening Attentively

Middle High

I

High 9 24 61

4

Middle 13 21 9

Low 12 13 5

2X - 37.690k 4;4.134:.001

Predicted
Success

Participiting

Low

in Disucussionsr

Middle High

gh 27 53

Middle 15 22 8

Low' is 13 4

Predicted
Success

High

X2 29.98,df - 4; p4.001

Following "No Talking" Rules-

Low 11. Middle High

23 13

Middle, 14 12

Low 10 10 10

Predicted
Success

- 11.59,df 4; p <.025

Using "Standard English"

MiddleLow

High

Middle

Low

_High

51 40

5

13

10

16

X2 a 42.36;df 4; p.001

1
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Attentively

TABLE 27

Teacher Perceptions of Pupil
Participation in Clans Discussion

Compared to Other Language Characteristics

Participating in Discussion

Middle High

High 12 20 43

Middle 14 33 11

. 14

x
2
sp 29.58; df 4; p.001

9

Following
"No Talking"
Rule

Participating

Low

in Discussion

Middle.-

Righ 23 .31

Middle 11 12

6 19

x2
,

13.62; df 4; p<.01

High

31

12

22

Participating in Discussion

Using
"Standard
English" Low Middle High

High . 4- 23 25

Middle 27 . 32 33

Low -" 7 7 7

X 10.16; df se 4: p<105 so
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TABLE 28

Degrees of elationship Between

Teacher tinge of Pupils

on Vario Characteristicp

'(contingency coefficients)

..

1

. '76-

.

'Predictitiffg-pf

Success in Reading

Listening Attentively .43

Participating in Class, Discussions .39

Following "No Talking" Rules .25'

Using Standard Englat .45

Participating in

Class Discussions

ListeningIttentively .39

Following "No Talking" Rules .27

Using Standard English .24

Si
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terms of the strength of their relationship to teacher predictions of pupil

success. Use of standard English is the most biihly.relatedfollowed'CloselY-

by listening attentively, and participating in class discussions, with-Yol-
..

'maw-
. leadm44tpa "diking" rule0aggiig far behind.

:11 The retionahips between pairs of language characteristics are not

as trong generally as those between language characteristics an predicted

su cess. In comparison to participation in'disCUssion, listening attentively

ranks highest in degree of relationship and use of. standard English ranks lowest.

It would appear, therefore, that while use of standard English is perceived

by teachers in this study as a relatively important predictor of success

in reading, it is not viewed as a very important factor'in pupil participation

in class discussions. Following the no talking rules of the classroom appears

to be viewe&by these teachers as a relatively unimportant factor for botff

reading success and participation in/discusSions, We suspect this would
v.

not be the case in all classrooms, but few Children in these six classrooms

were serious behavior problems, thus the occasional breach of the rules was

S.

not seriously disruptive of the learning process.

It is worth noting that teacher perc=eptions of these pupils Were rather

heavily weighted on the positive side. For example: 94 pupils were predicted

to be successful in reading and only 3Q to be .unsuccessful; 75 were identified

as high in attentive listening and 34 as low; 65 were categorized as high

in participation and 40 as low; 85 were said to follow the no talking rules

well and 47 poorly; 51 were labeled "high" in use of standard English and

/21 were labeled "low", With such s'preponderance of "highs" in each category,

it is not surprising that pupils rated high in one characteristic tended to be'

rated high on others as well, In only one instance did the significant

Chi-square statistic deriye mainly from the tendency to rate pUpils as low
, -

on each.of two Characterfttics. That instance was the comparison of predicted .

82
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or. % _ . ,

success to use'of standard EngliSh. :Thus it would appeaethat the, significant

relationships among the ratings of thess,teadher are associated with.a "halo"

eftect more than with self-fulfilling prophecieswabdui pupils who are destined

abp.
to fail in school.'

Raley also be well to note that teacher predictions ebout,pupil success

.

in _reading appear to have some,basis in prior pupi). achievement. Table 29

- e

pre-Ants-data comparing teacher predictions in December to pupil 'scores on_

1,
, ., .

,
. ,

achievement tests the previous October. The sapty cell; prevent our using

a Chi-squire test; but the relationship here is rather obvious.

The other type of relationship with regard to teacher r atings of pupils .

i .

that is of. interest .
to us/here is relationship ever time. Table 30 .presents

. .
.

414

data comparing teacher predictions og pupil success in reading bade in September
. .

with those made in December, as well'as comparing teacher ratings of'pupil
, .

.

-paracipaiion in class discussions made on the'same two occasions. Both
ask

are highly significant relationships .(p.001), hutagain we are4most inter-

'4
.

. bested in'the relativi Strength of the 'relationships. The coniingentr coef-,

II

,

. ' .
.

ficient for thlaywb ratings of prohable.saccess in reading.is,:53, The contin-,40

lir .

gency doefficieht for the two,ratings of pupil participation in class d is-
, .

. ,

. # f ;-
.

melons is .35. (Contingency coefficients for listening attentively and

following the "no talking', rules are .39, and .46, respectively. Stability

.. ..
,

30
.4 ,

.

of perteptions-of using standard leglish cannot be tested; 'since several
. .

.

,

*. / teachers declined to rate pupils on this Characteristic in Septembelr.) It

11

would,appear,-,appear, that teacher perceptions of pupil ability Ire !Leh more
ik.,

. . ,

. j! \ r
-' stable over tifoTe than their percepelons of communicative behavior . This

f.

makes sense, since behavior is presumably more'abenableko chang than Abtlity.
, .

'' ' . P
0 .

1

.. Relationships between tea'c'her perceptions epupil communicative behavior,
,

.

, _ .
. ,

. ,
.

_.

and other pupil status variables. As noted earlier, eachlikher i s ratings..

.

.

.

ofa pupp.on the various comrpnication characteristics,.and'on probable

.. 83 4
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TABLE 29 ' A

Teacher Predictions of Pupil

Success in Reading Compared To
Pupil Scores cm; Standardized Tests

.

Predicted
Succes :

.

tnrering- iteacting

Low

Acnievemenc-bcores-
...

Middle High

#igh
,

.

15
.

,26 46,

Mfldle

° t

. 1 .

._

. 21
It

4

Low

. _

4,.(" 26 0

.

gn

I, .

4
TABLE 30

_

TeaChersRatings of Pupils
Compared Over Time

Predicted Success Reading_

Se 'tembir

December
Low Middle Hi h

High 13 '. 17

Middle 14 23 18 '

Low 19 8 .7

x22. 61.02; df 4;4 p< .001

.

Participation in Clash Discussions.

December
ember Law

High

riddle . High

15 '40

Middle 11 35 S. . .4

Low 23

-2,

7

x 21.89; df- In 4; 47001

.84

.
.41

- IS_



success in reading, were

was used as a measure of

aminehow this composite

combined to form a composite score
'

pupil status with the teacher. We

measure mss related to other` pupil

-,80
,

and this scoreA

turn now to ex-

status variables.

Regression analysis has been used for this purpose.

In one regression analysis,,states With teacher is the dependent variable,

and relative rank in class onsenteringreading achievement, peer status, and

*laic background ere the'independent variables. The overall regreision is

significant 1j 5:98 (5, 118), p.0501, R2 :201, and both entering reading

achievement and peer status contribUte significantly to the explained varian

(with exact.p"values of .9008..and .0240 respectiVely), but ethnic backg

variables do not contribute significantly.

Another regression analysis using status with

variable has peer'status, pupil sex, and sex-by petri
entered is independent variables. Thisiregression

(i? r5:78 (4, 115), p4:.0003,. R2 A611, and peer

nificantly to theexplained variance (p .0014), b

eo V
separately or in interaction with peer status. (Se

.regression analysis.tables).

ound

teacher as the dependent

r status interactions

is also significant

status contributes sig-

ut sex does not, either

e appefidix for detailed

4t is not at all surprising to find that entering reading a hievement

helps-jo predict pupil status with the.teacher,,since teacher predictions

of pupil success were apparently related to entering reading achievement;

an0 were significantly_ related (albeit in varying degrees) to every other

rating used to make up the ed4osite measure of status with teacher. More
4

. important,, perhaps, is the 'fact that'uassilped" status variables such' as

sex and ethnicity do -not predict pupil status with the teachers in'this study.
I

.

.

Stereotypes about the inabilities of minoritygroup children, or the inap- .-'

. ' .

. ptopriate behayin4 of boys, de not seem to be reflected in these teachefs'

j

.

, .

.
.:.,..

,-..

, ..

udgnients About pupils.

1

-.

At.

_L
a



Most interesting of.all, to us, is the relationship between status with

ti

teacher and peer status. The reader will recall that the peer status measure

was a c"osite of pupil choices of other pupils, based on academic ability.,

sports ability, ability to take responsibllfty in an emergency, and close

friendships. The is no obvious reason why this measure should be closely

,
tied to teachers' judgments about how well pupils listen, participate, follow.

"no telling" rules, use standard English, and succeed (probably) in reading.

We suggest that pupil "communicative competence" (14.#4:, ability to shift

behavior to meet the demands of varying social settings) may be a factor hdre,

and that both teacher judgments and peer judgments reflect to some degree

this type of pupil ada tability.

Finally; weihote hat pupil status witPthe teacher is related to final

reading achievement. A regression analysis with Fall '79 reading achievement

as the dependent variable, and Fall '78 reading achievement, peer status,

status with teacher, and ethnicity as independent variables, is! significant

a; 44.99 (5, 96), p4:.0001: R
2

is 701. Nat surprisingly, entering reading

achieilement contributes significantly to the explained variance (p <..0001).

Statue with teacher also contributes significantly tp(.0001), when entered

as the last variable in the equation, but peer status and ethnic background

e !

do not.
r- .

Relationships between teacher perceptions Of pupil communicative behavior
.. . 4

and pupil perceptions oypariicipation id classroom discourse. Details of the

relationships between pupil status with teacher and the classroom discourse
,

.

. .
.

. .

variables of pupil perceptions and
,
pupil participation have been reported else-

this fhaal report. They are reviewed briefly here. As noted earlier

'segment of the finalrepoYp, pupil- teacher correepohdence on the
. -

-4

,.stated "tides" of,classrdom.discourse did not appear to be related to teacher

perceptions of pupils' communicative behavior. But pdpil perceptione_of the

86
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functions of language in classrooms were 4omewbat related to teacher percep-

tions of pupils' communicative behavior (see Part II of final report). Status

with teachlpr as a separate variable Was not significantly related t2 pupil

dow

.perceptions of the function of classroom questions, but composite concurrent

status (a combined.mewure reflecting status with teacher, status with peers,

and entering reading achievement) was significantly :elated Cp(.0254 Pupils

low in composite status defined teacher questions as serving an instructional

function less frequently, and could'give no codable function-for questions

more frequently than expected by chance. Status with teacher was significantly

related to pupil perceptions of the functions of teacher praise (p( .0051,

Low status pupils tended not to define praise as deserved, while high status

pupils frequently defined praise as deserved, Thus,-it would appear that

there is at least a limited relatiOnship between teacher'perceptions of pupils'

communicative behavior and pupil perceptions of the functiontiof classroom

language.

M1Ch more marked was the relationship between teacher perceptions of

pupil communicative'behavior and pupil's' observed participation in class

.*
discussions (see Part II of final report), A Chi-square test showed these

two-variables to be significantly related (p4C.C25), with lew status pupils

tdndiUk to be low participatOrs and hie status pupils tending to be hie'

participators. (It is not clear from the data gatheredwhethet high status

pupils volunteered.more in discussions, or were simply called on more frequently

by teachers, This is a critical question which needs to be examined furtherd.

Summary, The major findings, with regard to teacherpeiceptions of pupils'.

communicative behavior-can be summarized as follows:

I. Teacher perceptions of pupils with regard "to various aspects of
communicative behavior, and teacher predictions of pupil success
in reading are all significantly related, with varying degrees of

relatioUship;

87' *.
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2. Teacher perceptions of pupils are fairly stable over time, with

predictions of success showing a higher degree'of relationship

over time than ratings of various, communicative behaviors;

3. A colposite measure of teacher perceptions (pupil status with teacher)

is significantly related to peer status, entering reading,achievemeit,

and final reading achievement (entering reading controlled for)-

.
of pupils, but is not, significantly related to pupil sex or ethnic

.background; and

4. The-conposite measure of teacher pceptions does not appear to be
related to pupil-teacher correspondence in stating the formal rules

of classroom discourse, but it is significantly related to pupil

perceptions of the functions of teacher praise, and to actual pupil

participation in class discussions.

Taken together, these findings E;I.I'aegt that teacher perceptions'of pupils

are to some degree reality-based, i.e., they'are related to other measures

of` social success" and acadimic ability, and teacher perceptions of behavior

are apparently more amenable to change than their perceptions of pupil ability.

The fact that teacher perceptions are related significantly to both participa-

tion in class discussions and final reading achievement is certainly important,

but it is not clear from these data just how that relationship works.

One possibility is that teacher perceptions are "accurate" and that the

pupils they regard highly possess qualities, which make them more active

. participants in the learning process, and more effective learners. Another

r
possibility is that teacher perceptions,operalto influevice teachers op call

more often on pupils they regard highly, and perhaps encourage them more in

other ways, which may result in their having,more opportunity to learn than

pupils.
401i

ntbei In order to pursue this question further, we turn now to examine

.
relationships between pupil status, p participation in class discussions,

SY.

and pupil success in school.

Status, Participation, and Success

The relationships among pupil status variables, and between pupil status

variables and partiCipation in class discussions and/or final reading achieveL

ment are Ather complex, but very interesting. To begin with, all three of

88
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the "copcurrent," or acquired status variables .(entering reading, peer status,

status with teacher) are interrelated, bit there are.few relationships between

"assigned" status (sex, ethnicity) and acquired status. We have already

reported on the 'regression analyses indicating that both peer statue and

entering reading achievement contributed significantly to the explained

variance in pupil status with teacher, while neither pupil sex nor ethnic

background made a significant difference. Another regression analysis sed

peer status as the dependent variable, and entering reading achievement, status

with teacher, ethnicity, and sex as dependent variablei. This regression

was significant [17 7 5.14 (5, 118), p4f.:0003, R2 - .18J, and-both entering

reading achievement and status. with.teacher contributed significantly to the

explained variance (exact p values of .0049 and .0004, respectively), but

neither sex nor bthniciq did. Thus, entering reading contiihistes to the

variance in both peer status and status with teacher, and peer status and

status with-teacher each contribute to the variance-in the other.

Neither sex nor ethnicity contribute to the variance in either peer

atus or status with the teacher. Pupil sex is not related to entering reading

ievement (see Table 31), but ethnicity is (p4.05). Table 32 shows that

Mexican-American pupils.score below the first quartile in reading achievement,

AM*
efid nglo pupils score above the second quartile, much more fkequently than

would"be expected by chance.

, Pupil status variables "ire relld to pupil participation in class dis-

cussions in interesting vas. These data are presented in Tablea 33-36. We

noted in the last section of this report that status with teacher is related

to participation in discussion (p4025), and these data are presented in

Table 33. Peer status is no significantly'reia ted to classroom participation

4
(see Table i4), but entering reading achievement is (p4:025). Table 35

shows that Oupills high in entering reading-achievement tend to be high par--

8'9
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TABLE 31

Distribution of Subjects According to
Sex and Entering Reading Achievement

Male Female

Above 2nd
Quartile .. 23 26%

Eelow 2nd
Quartile 22 26

Below lit
Quartile 28 28

Distiibution of Subjects According to
Ethnic Background and Entering Reading Achievement

)
i

Anglo

22

Mexican-
'American

15

Black or
Other Minority

Above 2nd
Quartile 12

Below 2nd
Quartile

.

18 21

.

.

LO

Below 1st
4uartile

.

14 34
.

8

252 - 9.75; di - 4; pZ.05 P
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-TABLE 33

Pupil Participation in Class Discussion I

86

.

------- :-.------

Law
Status

..t

Middle
Statue

High
Status

High Participation '11 14 26
,

Middle Participation , 19
.

17 12

Low Participation, 23 16 12

x = 12.09; df=4; pZ.025

TABLE 34

Pupil Participation in Class Discussion
Compared to Peer Status

.
.

.

- .

.

o

.

-

Middle
. Status

.

,

, High
Status

Low
Status

High Participation .12 II . 13 16.

Middle Participation 14
. 17

:..

15 .

Low Participation . 20 16

p

10

TABLE 35

Pupil Participation in Class Discussions

Compared to Entering Reading Achievement

Below First

Quartile

Below Second
Quartile

Above Second
Qudttile

High Participation 9 17 25

Middle Participation 21 16 12

Low Participation 25 , 14 15.

x
2

12.96; df=4; p4.025
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TABLE 36

Ethnic Patterns in Pupil Participation
in Class Discussions

Anglo Mexican-,

American
Black or
Other Midority

High Participation 25

. 4

19 10

Middle Participation 17 27 10

Low Participation 15
9

27, 13

TABLE 37

Patterns-of Pupil Participdtion .
in Class Discussions

.
Male .-11" .

-.-

,"
Female.

.

High Participation 27 .

._

Ili

'25
.

Middle Participation 33 20

Low Participation.- 18 37

x2 - 9.79; df 2; p4:.01

[

TABLE 38

Patterns of Participation
in Class Discussions
for Girls and Boys

High in Entering Reading Achievement
. .

High Achieving High Achievidg
Boys Girls

J

. High Participation

4P

MiddlelParticipition

12

Low Participation

8

12 \

x2 B 6.49; %f -2; p4.05
1.
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ticipators, while pupils low in entering reading tend to be low participators.

Ethnicity is not related to participation in class discussion (see Table 36),

but pupil sex is -(p4.01). Table 37 indicates that girls are low participators

pore often, and boys are low participators less often, than would be expected

by chance. 4

Thus, two of the three acquired classroom status variables (peer'status

and status with teacher), and one of,the two assigned status variables (sex)

are related to participation in class discussions. In addition. tRere is an

interaction. between sex and reading achievement, relative to class participation,

such that girls who are high in entering reading are low participant& much

more often than boys who are high in entering reading (p4.05). These data

are presented in Table 38.

Participation 4n class discussion is directly related to final reading

achievement of pupils, with entering reading achievement controlled for.

A regression analysis using Fall '79 reading achievement as the dependejit

variable, and Fall '78 reading achievement, participation in class discussion,

and "information load" (a measure of the mount of linguistic information

pupils reported hearing after videotape playbicks of lessons in which they

ware involved) as independent variables; was significant (F=60.79 (3, 103),

p4..0001, R2= As would be expected, entering reading achievement

contfibuted significantly to the explained variance (p < .0001).- Frequency.

of participation in class disucssion also contributed significantly to the

explained variance (pC0001), when considered as the final variable entered

into the equation.

Thus, we have demonstrated relationships among pupil status Variables,

between pupil status variables and participation in class discussion, and

between participation in class discussion and final reading achievement:

. We turn finally to examine relationships between pupil status variables and

93



final reeding achievement.

89

laAkscrfbing the findings on father perceptions of pupils we have

already reported a regression'analysis-showing that entering reading achieVe-

t ad status with teacher each contributed significantly to the explained.
--

variance in final reading achitimment, while peer status and ethnic background

did not., Another regreseton analysis used Fall '79 reading achievement as

the dependent variable, and Fall '78 reading achievement pupil sex, ethnicity,

and the interaction of sex and ethnicity as independent variables. The re-

gressiaa was significant CF-29.31 (6, 120), 13(.0001, R2...543, and.both

entering reading achievement and sex contributed significantly to the explained

variaace (p.0001 and lo.0118, respectively); but.ethnicity and ethnicity X

sex did not.

Thus, the data show that- pupils in this study achieved more ip reading

if 'they were high 'in entering reading, if they were high in Status with the

teacher (entering reading controlled for), and if they were males (entering
6

, ,reading controlled for). Pupile-high-in peer status did not achieve more-

than other pupils. Rupils of Mexican-American background, though they entered

with lower reading achievement, did not have significantly lower final reading
. -

achievement th;in other pupils; after entering reading wascontrolled for,

tdouih this variable dfV6apetbach significance (p4.055).

Parting relationships together. The complex relationships among pupil

status variables,artidipation in class discUssions, and final reading achieve-__

mint are diagrammed in Figure 3. Three triangular relationships sand out

to us, and we have hiihlighted them with 'double 1iftes., Sex, status -with teacher,

and entering reading are'each related significantly to both participation in

discussions and final reading achievement, while participation in discussions

and final reading achilgement are related to each other. We have to question,

therefore, whether class participation in and'Of itself contributes to final
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reading achieveMent, or whether its apparent contribution results from irs,

relationship to pupil status factors which arein turn related to final:

achievement. We must also ask whether entering reading and status with teacher

contribute independently tq participation in class discussion, since theyjard

themselvet related.

Two separate regression analyses help to answer these questions. InOne,

participation in class discussions is the dependent variable, and entering

reading, pupil sex, and status with teacher are the dependent variables.

The regression is significant t=5.68 (3, 129), p4.0012, R2=,1.21 ihd pupil'-

sex contributes significantly to the explained-variance (p=.0074). Neither

/entering reading norPstatus with teacher contribute significantly to the ex-
.

plainediftriance, as separate variables, although status with teacher approaches

significance (p- .0678).

Iligthe other regression analysis, Fall '79 reading achievement is the
Ob. . .

dependent variable,, and entering reading, pupil sex, status with teacher,
^ I

W,-

and participation in class discussion arse the independent variables. This

regreesion is also significant EF=34.50 (4, 103), p4.0001; R
2
=.571, and

. .

entering reading a d iatticipatiod in discussion each contribute-sigIficantly

. ..

to the explained v (p=.00 01 and p=.0027, respectimply). Neither pupil

sex nor status with teacher-contributes significantly to the explained var-
,

lance in this instance,

2

These relationships ate diagrammed in Figure 4. It would appear from

these data that, for pupils in this study, pupil sex contributes directly.

to patticipation in, class di SCuslions, but only indirectly (through its
,

.... _

.r

l
ationship to class participation) to final reading achievement. Status

Ii
with teacher does not contributeindependentlyto either clash participation .

. , . .

or.final achievement. It appears to contribute to class participatiOn somewhat
k

4...

indirectly, itev jointly with entering re Bing achievement. 'Enter ing reading
---

.. . 4
... , .

,

.

t-.
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achievemeht Contributes directly to final reading achievement, but only

.indirectly (through its relationship to status with teacher) to class partici-

pation. Enteiing reading achievement is the only status variable which con-
..

tributes both directly and indirectly to final reading achievement.

Given this configuration of variables, we can return to reexamine the

question we asked at the end of the last section of this report: How does

(might) the relationship between teacher perceptions of pupils, pupil par-

ticipation in class discussions, and final reading achievement "work ?'\

Another way of stating this is: How important or critical are teacheriper-
.

ceptions of pupils in relation to pupil performance?

We reiterate,first that status with teacher appears to operate indir-

ectly in relation to both participation in class discussion (through its

joint contribution with entering readink achievement) and final reading achieve-

meat (through its contribution to participation in class discussion). Status

with teacher does, therefore, make a contribution to pupil performance. It

does not appear to be the critical factor that many teacher expectation studies

may lead us to believe, however, at least not for the teachers and pupils in

this study.

example, that male; areopo higher in status with teacher,

but this fact does not prevent them from beintigher participants in class

'discussion and higher achievers in final read g. On the other hand, pupils

high in peer status tend...4p be high in status with teacher .as well, but this

fact does. not insure that they are more frequent participators in class

discussions or higher achievers in final reading.

We might abspect at first glance that if ethnicity were related to status ,

with teacher as well as entering reading achievement, there would probably

be a direct significant relationship between ethnicity and final reading

achievement. But we must observe that peer status is related to both entering

98
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reading and stilt* with teacher, yet is not related to either class partici-
A

pation or final reading achievZiment (directly or indirectly).

We must conclude on the basis of these.data, that for these teachers

and pupils the critical variables (among those studied here) in relation to

final reading achievement , are entering reading and participation in class

discussions. The variable of stat.zs with teacher adds "power" to entering

1 reeding achievement for purposes of predicting who will participate in class

discussions, and'is therefore an important variable, but it is clearly not

the most important, and indeed, apjears to be less "powerful" than pupil

sex as a predictor of pupil performance.

In7relation to our investigative interest in pupil perceptions of the

rules of classroom discourse, pupil participation in class discussion can

be viewed as the behavioral evidence of pupil understanding of the rules of

p
discourse. We propose that further investigation of the interactions among

the several types of pupil status variahlet the behavioral manifestation
t

of pupil understanding of the rules of classroom discourse (i.e., partici-

.patfon in class discussions) and final reading achievement is imperative,

in order to identify' the types of configurations that may exist in other,school

settings.

' INTERPRETATIONS

To date we have reported in some detail the findings with regard to:

pupils and teacher perceptions of the stated rules of classroom discourse;
. '

pupil'perceprions of the stated rules of discourse in home and play settings,
)

and of appropriate forms of address In home, schooLiand play settings;

teacher perception, of pupil communicative behavior and probable success

in treading; and patterns of relationships among various pupil status variables,

pupil behavior related to the rules o

. s

classroom discourse (participation

99
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in class discussions) and.final readingrachie4ement. It is time now to

try to integrate these,findingl into some comprehensible whole.

To aid in this task, we return to-the paradigm presented in the introduc-

tory section, which has been used to guide"analysis of data in this study.

. Based an the findings_ reported here we-have expanded the detail in this model

islightly. Figure 5 presents the evisedmodel and indicates the relationships'

among variables that have been reported uponlin this segment of,the final

report. The segmented lines imitate descriptive data pertaining to appropriate

.forms-of address. In these instances no tests of significance have.been.

made, but the evidende strongly suggests that differences may exist. r The

"laddered" line indicates findings of discontinuity between pupil perceptions

of the rules of discourse at school and the rules of discoutse in home and
0

play settings. The double segmented lines moving from the "laddered" line,
.

._.

and pointing to 'pupil perceptions of functions of classroomNdiscourse,"

4

represent our view (noted earlier) that certain types of home-school dis-

.

continuity point to certain trees of classroom discourse-for which hime -school

discontinuity may be potentially more detrimental to pupils. In this case

the area of potential '14141-er" identified was classroom questioning. The

solid lines in this diagram represent findings of statistically significant

relationships between variables; with the double lines denoting that the

only "concurrent success" variable which contributes directly (independently)

to the explained variance in finalreading achievement is entering reading

achievement. With Figure 5 to guide us-, we will discuss this integration

of findings in a bit dote detail.,

Our investigation of pupil perceptidns of appropriate formsof address

. 4
in school, home, and play settings for the, attention-getting and influencing \

, )

functions, demonstrated quite'clearly that pupils in this stddy'in genet'sl

are ewe of differences among the three settings, and of status differences

U t
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FIGURE 5

Reported Relationships Among the Major Variables
Under Investigation in This Study
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-between participants in each of the three settings, and that they can express

these differences in the forms of address that £hey use. The greatest home-

school discontinuity appears to occur in the forms of address deemed appropriate

for the attention-getting function, but this discontinuity appears to be ".5/ear"

to pupils, since there are few individual pupil differences in the forms of

address reported (or in the differential status ratios implied by these forms-
.

of address). Home-school discontinuities in forms of address considered

appropriate fdi the influencing function are less'extreme than for the attention-
'

getting function, but there appear to be more individual pupil differences

in perceptions of theee discontinuities. While no tests of. significance were

made based on the "differential status ratios" that we-developed in order to

interpret these data, a careful examination of these ratios suggests that

there may be grade level, ethnic and entering reading achievement .leverdifz,,

ferences in pupil perceptions of appropriate forms for influencing teachers

vs mothers.

. In particular, we note the fact that pupils low in entering reading

achievement appear to differ from other pupils in that they: accord lees

differential status to their teacher in.forms of address reported to serve

the influencing funcfion; accord more differential status to their mothers

in forms of address for influencing, and less differential status to their

mother in forms of Address for attention-getting; and exhibit less hOme-rschool

discontinuity In forms of address reportedly used for influencing adult's.
.

We cannot help being struck by the factthat these low achievers th reading

appear to accord less status to their'teachers than to other pupils; since.

it would appear, given the reported relationships among entering leading and

pupil status with teacher, that their teachers accord less status to them

than they do to other pupils.

To return to the main topic under disCussion,Vhowever,,these finding

103
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suggest that extreme discontinuities between rules of discourse in home and

school settings may be more widely understood by pupils, and thus less indica-

tive of potential problem areas, than more moderate discontinuities. ituyther-

more, these findings point to the ,importance of status differences in the

classroom setting - not just the status, differences between teacher and pupil,

A
but also the status differences between pupils.

Our investigatioviof pupil and teacher perceptions of the.(ules of,

classroom discourse showssio significant relationship between pupil - teacher

-correspondence with regard to formal statements of these rules and teacher

perceptions of pupil communicative behavior (pupil status with teacher).

Pupil - teacher correspondence is highest for "raise your hand's rules (i.e.,

attention-getting), egg lowest for rules associated with askihg questions.

There are clear differences in pupil perceptions of the rules of discourse

that operate at school in qamparison to home and play settings. Pupil dif-

ferences in home-school congruency in the stated rules of discourse are not

related to ethnic background, entering reading achievement, or classroom

teacher.

Home-school congruency 0 stated rules of discourse is highest for rules

associated with "talking and no-talking," and lowest for rules associated

with getting assistance or priase, and for.answering questions when you know

the answer. (Note that two of these are "raise your hand" or attention-getting

rules.) There is fairly high pupil agreement on what the dtocrepancies are

(i.e., what the "rules" are in each setting) for this.latter set of rules,

and it -would appear that these well - marked. discontinuities are not apt to

create problem* in pupil interpretations of classrodm discourse that might

Mid to differences in pupil performance. Lack of home-sChool congruency
i

1

appears to be most pt t'o be potentially detrimental to pupil performance

in'areas where pup expectations-are mixed, or "muddled." i.e.. differences
(-L.- ,

) 104 , _
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exist between home and school, but pupils dt, not agree strongly on what the

differences are. This apps to be the case for rules associated with class-

room questioning, at least for pupils in our study.

The major concepts resulting from our findings with regard to pupil
AW

perceptions of the rules of classroom discourse, then, are:

-1) that extreme deeontinuities between home and school are less apt
to lead to.problems in pupil interpretationsof classroom discourse
than are moderate discontinuities (suggested by findings both with
regard to stated rules and appropriate forms of address); and

2) that an aepect of classroom discourse which is potentially "dangerous,
i.e., which'appears apt to present problems for pupils in interpre-
tation of rules of discourse, is the area of classroom questioning
(suggested by findings of low pupil-teacher correspondence and
"muddled" home - school congruency).

t

These 'concepts serve to focus our attention on findings about Classroom

questioning reported in an earlier segment of this final report (Part II).

Briefly, these findings indicate that:

-1) Differences in teacher use of classroom questions and of praise
are reflected 'in pupil perceptions of the functions of questions
and praise (e.g when a teacher asks questions because she really
wants to know something, pupils define questions as serving an
informative function);

2) Pupils who ai% low in "composite concurrent status" (i.e.4 tend tb
be low on All three variables of entering reading, peer status,.and
status with,, teacher) are less able to identify a function (any
function) for cjassroom questions than other pupils;

.3) Pupils who are high in reading achievement or high in status with
the teacher, or high in peer status '(ea\h variable is significantly
related in and of itself) are more apt perceive teacher praise

as "deserved" than are other pupils;

4) Pupils who define classroom questions as serving-informetional
functions (i.e., operating as they might in normal conversatidns).
are more apt to participate in class discussions than pupils who
define them as serving instructional functions (i.e., "to teach or
tell"); and

5) Pupils who perceive the teacher praise thatfollOWs pupil responses
to classroom questions as "deserved" are more apt to participate in
class discussions than other pupils.

These findings suggest that in the, potentially critical discourse area

of classitoom questioning, both classroom language factors and pupil acquired\ 10
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status variables may operate to influence pupil perceptions of the functions

of teacher questions and teacher praise, and that these perceptions in turn

may operate to influe nce pupil behavior (i.e., the cting out of the rules

of discours e through participation in class discussions).

In the last section we-examined.in detail the relationships among

"concurrent success" variables, pupil participation in class discussions,

and final reading achievement, and concluded that the findings of this study
4

point to the critical inpoitance of participation in class discussions in

relation to final reading achievement. It seems unneccessary'to repeat that

argument here. We merely reiterate that: pupil sex contributes to"partiai-

pation in ,class discussion, and thereby to final reading achievement; entering

reading and status with teacher contribute jointly (but not separately) to-
,

"participation in class discussion, and thereby to tine' reading achievement:

and entering reading achievement contributes directly to final reading`ichieve-

ment.

Taken together, these findings suggest that we would be well-advised

to search for indirect relationships between home - school discontinuities

,

In theirules of discourse and pupil success in echooi. 'From the data presented

here, the chain of relationships to be investigated would'appear to be:

Home-School
Discontinuities
in Rules of
Disloursi .

Classroom
Language
Processes

Pupil Perceptions
of Functions of
Class Discourse
in "Critical" Areas

Pupil Status
in the
Classroom

Pupil
Participation
in Classroom
Discourse

%of

Fine,
Reading
Achievemen

4Ib

It is impOrtant to note that the relationship among variables that haVe
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been identified in this study are not generalizable, since they are, based
lh f

only on data from-pupils ea-teachers id six classrooms in a singl elementary

school. However, the purpose of any in-depth, small simple, desc iptive study

is primarily to generate concepts and hypotheses for further investigation.

We submit that this purpose has been achieved in this study, and that important_

qu'estions for future research on teaching have been identified. We earnestly

hope that they can and will be.pursued.

-

11
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I. Data Collection Tasks -

A. ;Open-Ended 'Rules of Classroom Discpdrse TIOka(S4tember)

Suppose that a new boy (or girl) came into your class. What could -you

tell them about hew kids talk in your c3fassroom? -I mean things like,when

do kids talk, and:what kinds of things do they say? (write down response.)

4 ,

What-else could you teL thillikabolit how kids' talk in your class? orWhat
else could you teoll them about Als kids talk in yoUr class? or What else

could you tell them about 'bat kinds of things kids-say in your class?
(write,down all responses.)

APPENDICES

A

/ .

What could you tell this. ew boy (girl), about how the teacher talks in
your-class? When dees.she talk, or what kinds of,things does she say?
(Write down all responses.) A -

AN.

S., Sentence Completion Task - School (Decemberr

Now I'm going to reid.you some
you to fifilish etch sentence for me

your-classroom. Dee teacher's
teacher. "J

1. When the teacher wants us to get quiet, she

sentences that aren't finished. I want

so thee, it wiiltell how people talk .46

name, throughout, where it says "the

111

',2..-When I want to ask the teacher Somexhing, I

3.4 If I know thernswer to a question, I

4. If I don't know the answer to i questions I

5. If I need help, I

6. I talk quietly when

A

7. When the teacher talks, I

8. I don't talk when

9. -The teacher doesn't talk when

10. At recess, I talk to

%

11. When I finish my work, I talk to
.,s

r

109
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12. During a lesson, I talk to

104

13. I ask a question when

14. The teacher asks a question when

15. Before we begin to work, the teacher says

16. After we finisk.our w6rk, the teacher says

17. The teacher says "good" when 6

C. Sentence Completion Task-Home (May)

Now I tm going to read you some sentences about tallging at home. These

sentences aren't finished.' I want you to finish the sentences, so they'll

tell me about how yam talk at home.

1. When of mother vents me to get quiet she

2. When I want to ask my mother something I

3. If I know the amswer to,a question my mother asks' me, I

4. If I don't know the answer to a question my mother asks me, I

5. If I "'hem help at home, I

6. I talk quietly at borne when
,

4 7. When-m7 mother talks, I -1-'11-

8. I don't talk at home when

9. My mother doesn't talk when

10. When 'I'm playing at home, I talk to

11. When I'm doing some work at, home, I talk to

.110

ti
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12. When I finish my work at home, I talk to
c

105 2

13. I ask my mother a vestion when

14.* My mother asks me a question,when

15. Before I begin to do work at time, my mother sage

16. After I finish my work at home, my mother, says

17. '14y_mother says "good" when

D. Sentence Completion Task-Flay (May)

Bere,are I few more sentences for you to finish. Finish these sentences

so that ehey'll tell me about how you talk when you're playing with your

friends. Ole friepd's name throughout, where it says "my friend".]

1. When my friend wants me to get quiet, he/she
^ 4

2. When I want to ask mg friend something,

**

.14.-I know t e answer to a question An3.7y friend asks.16,7I

?
4. If I don't know the answer to a quest* my friend asks me, I

5. When my friend talks, I

6. If I'm playing with my friend, I talk quietly when

7. If I'm playing with my friend, I don't talk when

8. my friend doesn't talk when

9.i I ask my friend a question when

10. Ay friend asks me'a question when

11. Before we begin to plays, my friend says

ill
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12. Alter we finish playing, my friend says

13. 1y friend says "good" when
o

E. Approltriate'Porma of Discourse Task (May)

el;

Two set of 3 x 5 caids were prepared, using comments heard on several

of e videotapesused,over the year. One set focused on comments that
might be 'wild to "get attention" and the other on oommands, or comments
that bight function to "set you to do something". The sets contained examples,

as follows. ,3

Getting YourAttention -,Set

[Ring tie' bell--
Turwomg the Tights)

ehtir han41.
et-what I made.

What haspesed4.n school today?
Hey, you guys.
Be quiet.
All rit.
Cole here a minute.
Get out your boot.

Did you -hear me?
You kdow let?
LOOkit,
(Child's name)

Getting You to do Something Set

Open your book.
Feed the dog.
Get me the scissors.
Throw me the ball.'
Aid you clean your room?
Did you finish your work?
Let's watch T.V.
Follow me.
.Do you-want to go to the store?

Do you want to o to the office?
Study your spelling words.
Read this story.
Look at this.
Be quiet.

[The."geitimg attention" set was laid out in front of the pupil in

random order, and the following questions were ssked3
41

'Here arksome cards of things that L've heard people saying on some
of the differmilividebtapes we've watched this year.

to
of these things

do-you think someone might to you if they wanted to get your attention,

or-get yak..t6 listen to them? ecord response, and repl e the cards.)

"1"

Whgh of these might be said to you at home by you; ether or father,
if therA,wanted to get your attention? How often do your other and_father

say these kind* of things ?,

Do you ever say or do things like this when you want to get your mother

or father's attention? What do you say or do? (Replace cards in set.)

et
Which of these might be said to you it school'by your teachers if she

wanted' to get your attention? [Continue as above] (replace cards, in set.)

al/
Itch Of these might be said to you by your friend while you're laying

together; if hi/she wanted to get your attention? (Tptinue as above]

(Put Wilt the "getting attention" set. -Lay out tliegetttng you to do
something" set is raaom order, and follow the same Ainatarprocedure.)

112
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F. Pupil Status with Teacher*
..

In September, Ober, and December, each teacher was presented

with a set of 3xi ds, each card containing -the name of a pupil

in the, class, and4asked: "On the basis.of what you've ob rved so

!!"
far, can you group these pupils according to their sin aritiea

and differences in listening attentively in class?" Wh pupils .

bad beet grouped, the teacher was asked for, math group: "How are

the pupils in thii'group similar?" The same procedure was repeated

'for each of the following aspect. of communicative behavior: par -

iicipatior in classroom discussion; observance of "no talking" rules,

and use 41 standard English. The teacher was then asked: "Cal you

think of some other aspect of pupils'. use of linguage in the class-

room that you might use to differentiate and group pupils?" Finally,

'the teacher was asked: "Can, you group pupils according to yoUr

predictions for their success in reading this year? Which pupils

do you think will be the most successful and the least successful ? ",

b
Teacher responses in the December interview, when pupils were

known, were used to compile a composite rating, and pupils were

ranked on the6basis of this overall rating, to identify` status with

telcher.

11 Pupil Status with Peers

1. Procedures for administering status t }ument

a) Children will be interviewed individually.
When children enter Language Lab they should sit with an inter-

. viewer familiar to them, if possible.

b) To introdisceSPI tell child we want .to learn sort about their

.
class and will be askthg some questions they will answer by

choosing people from the picture board. Show the child the

picture board. Ask Wthe pictures are from their class. Haves.

the child find his/her picture and point to it.

c) Ask questions in the order they appear on the forms. Have the

children point to pictures as they answer. Use the exact word-

ing. If child gives a name,check it with the back of picture. .

Write down both first and last name in space provided. Record

in _t_le order given.

2. Questions Asked of Pupils

a), Suppose Otis is going to be a sports contest between your

class and Mrs. 's class.

abc Which arse people would
you choose _to sake sure'
your class would win?

tt.

def Which three people would
have to work hardest in
order to be'on the team?
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b) Suppose your class got a chance to be on a TV,Quiz.Show 'playing

against grade from ,another school. Your

class has to send a team of three people and they,w11,1 be asked

questions,about things learned in schbol.

abc Which, three people would
yom choose to be your
class team in order for
your class to win?

def Which three people.woula
have to study hardest if
they wanted to. make the

tee.? .

-lc) Suppose youi teacher bad to leave the classroom.

d)

abc Who would she most likely
leave in charge? (if A-
sset. who? Repeat).

clef' Who would she /emit likely

leave in charge? Who
else? Who else?

Suppose an accident happened in your class and no grown=up was

around?

abc

=perion would most
take charge and

know what to do? (If

absent., who?' Repeat).

def Which person would be
least likely to take charge
and know what to do in an
emergency?

e) Suppose your, teacher had an important message to send to the office.

abc . Who: would she lost likely def Who would the teacher least

choose to take the message? likely choose to take the

(If absent, who? Repeat). message? Who else? Who else?

f) Suppose my job was to follbw around for a week and make a list

of the peoPle in your class.you were hanging aroilnd with.

abc Who would most likely be def Who would least likely be

at the top off the list. Whe on thelist? Jho else?

next?Who next? Who elie?

g) Suppose a photographer came around; and he wanted the photograph of

some kids on the cover of a book for children. The photographer

doesn't know any of the kids. He just walks around for a while.

lieppena the door of your class, pqkes his h in, and looks at

thiOthildren in the class for just a minute and closes the door.

4 If we had to decide right then,

,abc Who would he most likely def Who would he least likely

thosivto photograph for choose to photograph for

the book cover? Who else? the4book cover? Who else?,

Who else?

3. In identifying pupil'status with peers, only responses to questions

a, b,ca, and f were used. A composite rating reflecting all choices
and rejections was computed, and pupils wire ranked with their class

. on the basis of this figure.
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II
V

Category Systems

A. Categories for Coding Sentence Completion Task.

1, Being Quiet

When vents me to be quiet, (gibe..

1= signals (rings44014
2- requests (Pleas quiet down.)

3- commands-moderate (pe 'quiet)
4- commands-sharp (hutxpl)
Si commands-extreme\Cscreamel
6- No Response"

When talks: I,.,

lc listen
2- be quiet
3- converse
4 No Response

I don't talk when.,',.

1- someone'(generel)* talking to me

2- someone specific s talking torme
3- someone is to to someone else (3rd party)
4- other "quiet" rule (the baby'r;isleeping).
5- other noni-rule reason (I'm watching T.V.1
6- No Response

doesn't talk when..$.

I --we (generall are talking
'$ 2- I (specific) am talking

3- a 3rd party is t)lking.(e.4 the principal, my father)
4, other "quiet" rule (we4re 'working)
5- other non-rule reason (we're out at recess)

2. QuestAns and Answers

If I know the answer to a Q.,
.

1- signal for attention (raise my hand),
2- (_empty set-hold to maintain parallel' categorikai

f 1- acknowledge the fact (say, I knowl
make evaluation of own ability, or difficulty of question.

5- give answer
. 6- don't acknowledge knowing (just sit there)"

7- No Response

; If I don't know the answer to a Q., I...

1- signal for attept41 (raise my bend).

2- don't signal for attention (don't raise my bend)
1- acknowledge the,fact(say I don't 'know)
4- make evaluation Of own ability, and difficulty of question
5- try to,find out answer
6 don't answer, and don't acknowledge not knowing
7- No *espouse f 115
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I &eke Q. when...
4 0

ea.
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17 want to klpic
2- need help/
3
4-4 Elity sets,- hold to maintain parallel categorieil

5-
6- (child invokes "talking" rule) - (we're done witf our work)
7- (child gives situational response) - (we're doing reading)
8- unrestricted:-"when I want to"

9- No Response

asks a Q., when...

1- wants to know
2- nada help .0

wants to tell, ordirect
4- in (lesson) interstate
5- wants to test
6- (child invokes 'talking" ruled
7- (child gives situational response)
8- unrestricted - "when they want'to"

9- No Response

3. Getting Information/Assistance/Praise --

$4,

When I want to ask something, I...

1- signal for attention (raise my hand)
2- direct action (just-ask it0 .

r

3- folloi 7politenesin-RULE-tiait4till no one's talking)
4-, No Response

When I need help, I.
-

1- signal for attention
2- ask adult
3- ask child
4- No Respogse

says."goosr when...

deservedacademic
2- deserved-non-academic
3- deserve unspecified
4- outsidievaluation -"she thinks"

convoluted ("I fall down")
6- not necse directed toward child
7- nevet happ
8- No Response

4. Who I talk To

When I'm plaiing4at recess) I talk to...

1- adult

2- child
3- no one
4= myself
5- No Response
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When I"m'working I talk to..,.

A
. 1adult
2- child
3- no one
4- myself

5- Mb ReOonse

When I finilh work, I talk to... !.

-

1- adult

2- child
3- no one

4- myself
5- No Response

111

B. Categorits for Coding "Appropriate Forms" Task

1. Sample Pupil-Generated Responses for-"Getting Your Attention"

ihysical Contact/Proximity-
I'll go up and tap her on the shoulder.

Signal-
stamp her foot.
They'll turn off the T.V.

Name-
Yells my name.
says, "Richard."

Call-
Hey, you guys.
Come here, I wad to show you something.

Command-
. Be quiet.

Now, listen here.

Request-
May I please haveyour attention?
Can't you please be quiet for two minutes?

Suggestion -'amow

Let's all look up here:

Question-
er Did you hear ma?

2. Sample Pupil -Generated'Responses,for "Getting You To Do Somdthing"

Physical Contact/Profibeity-

- Go to her desk and tell her.

Raise my hand.
She rings the bell' for us to get quiet.
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Name-
Igen, Nom."
She'll say, YSusie."

Call
omNere.

I call her.

Command-
Go get me some paper.
Do your chores now.

Request-
Please help me with my work.
Would you please take out the garbage for me.

Suggestion-.
Let's go to the store.

Let's watch

Question-
Do you want to 'go to the store?

__Did um fix my bike yet?

Ili. Additional Information on Statistical Analyses

A. Proiedures

'The following-types of procedures were used for transformation of
measures for use in regression analyses and/or for comparison over
clissiooms.) 2

1. Relative rank in reading (Relrank)

RRIC number of students in pupil's class with:a
Fall '78'reading score lower than theirs.

Relrank RRIC/lotal number pupils in class.

2. Pupil status with teacher-(STATWT)
\,

This composite variable is a function 'of teacher ratings

on: LA (listening attentively), FICD (participation in class
discussions), NTR (following the "no talking" rules), USE (use
of standard English), and PSR (prediced_auccess ilk-reading).
Teachers rated these items on a scale of 1 to:4 jor more, if
teachers formed more groups): ON,

For"pupil in Tpacher l's class, to compute LA, for ex -
xmple:

r.

T.A4. -Y1
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. . where n clash size; Yil ranking on LA, Y1 average ranking
on LA in Teacher l's cline. Similarly, compute RICDJ. , NTRA. ,

and.RSRi. , and define STATWT LAI + PICD.L+ writ
IISEI + PSRJ. . Now except for the inadvertent factor this
is the sum of the "standardized" variables. The five scales
that make up STAN are ordinal, so the useoof means and-litandard
.deviations is a bit suspect,still this procedure is often done.
(sei Nis, et,a1,.SPSS manual, McGraw-Rill, 1975, pg. 185).

Then, STATWTM STATWT class im; (to remove the relevant
inadverteriahl factor)

and, NSTATWT -1 x STATWTM (this simply make it easier to inter-
pret the status with teacher variable, by making larger
values mean more status.)

3. Frequency of participation in class discussion (FCD)

Note that 0 !s FCD.
RFCD relative frequency of class discussion

for pupil j,.
#

RFCDFCD PCD

where giFCD., is the total number of pupil comments made in pupil
j's Cl s. a 0 < RFCD 1.

TRANRFCD transformed relative frequency of class discuision.

TRANRFCD (1 -RFCD)
. L.

Therefore, as RFCD increases, 1 -RFCD approaches zero, the
log (1 -RFCD) gets large and negative, so ,log (1 -RFCD) gets
large and positiie.

/

Note: A more often employed logil transformation cannot be
used because ip the expression, -1 x log [(1-RFCD)/RFC6) , the
value of RFCD is sometimes zero, sand division by zero is not de-
fined:

B. Regression Analysis Tables

, References were made in the report to several regression snalyses.
Tables for these are presented on the following page.

. . 1

4
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Analysis of Reading Achievement, Fall79
(Pupil Status Vaiables)

4

Source Sum of Squares, D.F.

so

Mean Square

Pall Reading '78 6446.62 1 6446.62 19302
Peer Status 260.36 1 260.36 7.80
Status with Teacher. 646.45 1 646.45 19.36
Mexican-American a2.30 1. 82.30 2.46
Black leOther 74.72, 1 . 76.72 2.30
Minorities

Error 3206.30 96 33.40 0

Table II

Analysis of Reading Achievement,
(Sex and Ethnicity)

Fall '79

Source Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Square F

Fall Reading '78 8199.42 1 8199.42 165.10
Males 44 242.98 241.98 4.87
MaxicanAserican 91.85 1 91.85 1.85
Black & Other 87.47 1 . 87.47 1.76
Minorities

Mexican-Americamt Males 105.18 1 105.18 2.12
Black &fither 6.71 1 6.71 .14
Minority Males

Error 5959.49 120 49.66

'4*

12

4*



Table III

Analysis of Aeading Achievement, Fall '79
(Classroom Discourse Variables)

115

Source Sum of Squ*res D.F. Mean Square' F

Fall Reading '78 6513.63 . 1 6513.68 162.48

Information Load 25.64 1 % 25.64 .64'

Transtprmed Rela-
tive Frequency Class

772.35 1 772.35 19.27

Discussion .

Error 4129.26 103 40.09

ti

Table IV ,,

Analysis of Reading Achievement, Fall '79
(PUpil Status and Participation VAriables)

Source 'Sum of,Squares D.F. F

4

Relative Rank in 6224.83' 1s 4224:83 123,69

Entering Reading
Males 90.90 1 90.90 )..81

Status with Teacher 151.87 1 151.87 3.02

Transformed Relative 477.52 1 477.52 9.49

Frequency of
glass Discussion

Error 5183:79 103 50.33
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A Table V
4

Analysis of Relative. Frequency of Class Discussion
(Pupil Status Variables)

SourCe Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Square. .F

6.29

7.35
3.39

Relative Rank
in Entering
Reading.

Males
Status with'Teacher
Error .

.007

.008

.004

.re9

1

1

1

129

.007

;

:008#
.004

.001

Table VI

Pupil Status with Teacher
(Pupil Status Variables)

Source, Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Square

L

Peer Statue 240.53 1 240.53 17.42
Relative Rank in 169.60 1 16.9.6Q 12.28

Reading
Mexican-American 1.74

I' 1.74 .13
Black .74 1 .74 .05
Other Minorities .40 1 .40 .03
Error

-4 1629.69 118 13.81,

.

%N.
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Source'
, -

Peer Status
Males

. High Peer Status Males
Low Peer Status Males
Error

117
Table VII

Pupil; Status with Teacher
(Sex and Peer Status)

Source

Ente ring Reading
Males
Mexican-American
Black Other

Minority
Status with Teacher-
Error

Sum of SqVIres D.F. Mean Square F 0

279:10 1 279.10 19.55
.59 1 .59 .04

39.67 1 39.67 2.78
10.79 1 :76

1641.59 115 14.27

Table VIII

Pupil Status with Peers
(Other Pupil Status 'Variables)

Sum of Squares D.F; Mean Square

473.22 1 473.22
1 .30 .01,.30

tO1 1 .01 .Obi
.56 1 .56 .01

490.35 1 490.35 13.05
4442.26 118 37.56

a

-


